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Cities are constituted by overlapping networks of infrastructures and intimacies. These networks form the often-overlooked space of the everyday for many, yet for sex workers these networks have the capacity to reproduce patterns of violence and marginalization. A deep reading of Canadian sex work legislation exposes an interconnected web of power, policing, and exclusionary tactics with harmful repercussions—essentially making it illegal for sex workers to exist in either “public” or “private” spaces as defined by Western logic.

Situated within sex-positive feminist discourse and an ongoing infrastructural turn across disciplines, this thesis engages sex work as a lens through which to assess acceptable forms of intimacy within the space of the city, and to recognize numerous affective infrastructural networks that subvert dominant stigmas associated with the profession. The work seeks to examine the politics of visibility within the built environment by delving deeper into the notion of exposure as an analytic tool, explored through the production of a scripted performance in two spatial acts. These acts, as tools of exposure, express the plurality of space and ultimately ask how reframing oppressive narratives surrounding sex work and intimacy can offer new ways of existing in collective space.
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Glossary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Action</strong></td>
<td>The process or act of doing. / The space of encounter that forms the exchange between space, bodies, and place.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Affect</strong></td>
<td>The site of embodied experience that influences thought and perception while fundamentally forming relations. Highlighting a separation from conscious knowing, affect shifts understandings of power to the realm of experience, encompassing both aesthetic and political sites through visceral attachment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Canada</strong></td>
<td>The settler colonial state that serves broadly as the site for the work of this thesis. Indigenous peoples have lived, and continue to live, on the land that is presently known as Canada for thousands of years, and references to Canada imply ongoing processes of settler colonialism that continue to deeply impact lands and bodies within the country’s borders.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Care</strong></td>
<td>An ethical and political space of action. / The radical act of compassion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Desire</strong></td>
<td>A feeling of want, embodied through time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Everywhere</strong></td>
<td>A quantification of limitless space.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exposure</strong></td>
<td>The process of making visible. / The act of uncovering the plurality of space.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Human Trafficking</strong></td>
<td>A form of forced labour that often involves sexual exploitation and coercion. Trafficking differs fundamentally from sex work, and the terms are not interchangeable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Infrastructure</strong></td>
<td>Material and immaterial networks that facilitate sociospatial patterns, and that imbue built and social forms with relational meaning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intimacy</strong></td>
<td>An intangible space understood through the affective connections between bodies, things, and places. / A figural relation and orientation onto which power is enacted and through which power is catalyzed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marginalized</strong></td>
<td>Forced into a peripheral space or condition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Performance</strong></td>
<td>The outward expression of being that is formed by space. / The carrying out of an act in space, in turn activating place.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Place</strong></td>
<td>A lived space that has been activated through intimate connection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Power</strong></td>
<td>A capacity for control that is operationalized through various forms of regulation and governance. The sources of power vary in their visibility, and it can manifest as domination and violence or can arise from the cultivation of knowledge and autonomy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prostitution</strong></td>
<td>The term used in Canadian law to refer to the exchange of sexual services for money or goods. While used frequently in casual conversation, legislation, and academia, the use of the term in this thesis is limited to specific references to Canadian legislation or the words of Canadian lawmakers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Protest</strong></td>
<td>A tool for populations to mobilize and transgress public space to call for reform and recognition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sex Work</strong></td>
<td>A consensual sexual exchange between adults for money or goods. This terminology specifically denotes that sex work is work, and remains a valuable and legitimate form of labour. The industry involves women, men, trans, and non-binary individuals. It can occur through a variety of methods and locations, including but not limited to escort work, stripping, street-based</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
work, and domination, and work in brothels, massage parlours, the internet, and beyond. Sex workers often engage in multiple forms of work across physical and virtual territories.

**Space**
A pluralistic dimension of life that is inherently formed through distinct social structures and in turn negotiates action and perception.

**Stigma**
A societal form of disapproval that reproduces structures of hegemony.

**Third Party**
Anyone involved in a commercial sex transaction who is neither sex worker nor client. Third parties can include someone who provides transportation or web space, an agency owner who handles scheduling, or someone who acts as a sex worker’s safe call, among many others.

**Violence**
An act or entity, whether visible or intangible, that causes harm and is deeply tied to power structures. Violence remains a broad and vague category of understanding which must be traced to its spatial, political, physical, emotional, and/or systemic roots in order to be adequately addressed.

* these terms remain fluid as a result of their inherent plurality. The effort to define them is not intended to limit their broader scope, but rather to contextualize them within this work.
Preface

“The ultimate mark of power may be its invisibility; the ultimate challenge, the exposition of its roots.”

- Michel-Rolph Trouillot, Silencing the Past: Power and the Production of History

The decision to begin this work with a quote from late Haitian anthropologist Michel-Rolph Trouillot’s Silencing the Past is perhaps somewhat misleading, as his ideas do not explicitly manifest themselves elsewhere within this thesis. Nevertheless, his writing has offered me a gentle, persistent hum of guidance throughout the contemplative processes of researching, writing, and imagining that I have deeply embedded myself within. At its core, his book is a meditation on the inequalities of power—an exercise in tracing its imbalances to the source, in offering anatomized renditions of its role within the process of history-making, and in unmasking the relationship between knowledge and its representation. Through the reckoning of historical silences, Trouillot created a work of amorphous logic, simultaneously hyper-specific and timelessly universal. Likewise, I have engaged with various silences throughout the process of this thesis, recognizing both the ways in which hegemonic structures proliferate them, and the points that they threaten to enter into the argument I am portraying. I have returned to Silencing the Past numerous times, read and re-read its pages, and sought to consistently uncover new questions to ask of myself and of my work. And, unsurprisingly, this process of asking questions has always led to more questions. In many ways this thesis is simply a pursuit of endless questioning.

• • •

My initial ambition for this work was to investigate the area that has been claimed as the Canadian North. As thoughts on my thesis topic were forming, I was participating in a fellowship with the Canadian Centre for Architecture that involved research into the swimming pools of Nunavut and consequently
the role of infrastructure in processes of settler colonialism. The geographic
and cultural context of Nunavut was relatively unfamiliar to me, but I was
poised to have a smooth continuity between this summer research and
the coming thesis year. Not long into the fellowship did my two research
colleagues—also Masters of Architecture students studying in Ontario—and I
realize that we were working toward something larger than a simple inquiry
into swimming pools. Our investigations led us to a place of deeply critical
reflection on architectural research, practice, and pedagogy, namely on what
it means to undertake these processes with a critical awareness of the ethical
responsibilities that are often overlooked in design disciplines. Our work
evolved into the production of an open-ended and collaborative syllabus,
intent on unsettling power dynamics and identifying how they continually
shape, and are shaped by, architectures and infrastructures.

It soon became clear that for me, as a settler of colour, to pursue research
into an Indigenous culture I had not been invited to study nor would I be
able to deeply engage with—both as the result of the ongoing global
health crisis and the limited time-frame of the thesis year—would ultimately
be deeply antithetical to my growing understanding of ethical practices.
Soon the seamless transition that I had been expecting evaporated,
leaving me with a nebulous array of interests and no subject to channel
them toward. What followed was a long process of critical reflection
as I sought to situate my agency, a process which ultimately led me to
focus on sex work and the built environment. It is here that I would like
to make some critical distinctions about the line of inquiry that stemmed
from this process of critical reflection. I hope to outline my responsibility
in addressing this topic by providing answers to a series of questions
about my role and my intentions as they relate to conducting architectural
research and studying the topic of sex work.

Why did I choose to engage
with sex work as a topic?

I was not, from the onset, intent on addressing sex work and the built
environment and looking for analytic lenses through which to do so. Rather,
I was intent on addressing notions of infrastructure, power, intimacy, and
affect within the context of the settler colonial territory presently known as
Canada—a territory fundamentally formed by violent processes of silencing
in both the past and present tense. My options as to how to address these topics were vague and varied, but my intentions were always oriented around questions of social and spatial justice.

Additionally, I have always been interested in the ways in which society seeks to control female sexuality and existence. My initial interest in sex work activism arose from a desire to expand my personal understandings through a sex-positive feminist lens, an interest that pre-dates my thesis work. It was only after reading a legal analysis of the legislation that governs sex work in Canada by Indigenous lawyer Naomi Sayers—in which she exposes the weaponization of space and power’s invisible violence—that I began to understand the deep relationship between sex work and space. More specifically, I began to consider sex work as a lens through which these notions of infrastructure, power, intimacy, and affect could be understood in theoretical conjuncture, and with a pressing urgency.

Sex work also serves as a powerful lens through which to understand the nuanced patterns of heteronormative patriarchy and the ways they manifest in space, bias, and built form. I see sex work as a valuable and legitimate form of labour and actively support its decriminalization. I selected this thesis topic as a way of educating myself and my audience about both the theoretical background I am situating myself within and the work and struggles that sex work advocates engage with each and every day. I wanted to know who was asking questions about sexuality and space, how they were asking them, and what I could learn from their findings. The sheer volume of academic research into sex work is immense, but it is only recently that this research has been conducted through a spatial lens, let alone through an architectural one. The field within which this thesis work resides remains extremely narrow, and the work is a step in opening up new conversations about spatial justice while proposing productive critical lenses through which to understand the built environment. It seeks to uncover new understandings that can contribute to existing research on sex work and space, as well as on intimacy and infrastructure, and to bring established understandings into the architectural discipline.
What are the power dynamics at play within this research?

I do not have lived experience as a sex worker. I do not viscerally understand what it means to do sex work; let alone what it means for sex workers with disabilities, or trans, queer, Indigenous, Black, Asian, cash poor, or migrant sex workers. I do, however, have lived experience as a woman of colour and thus as someone who has experienced objectification, fetishization, and marginalization throughout my life. When I speak of more equitable and inclusive cities, I am also speaking of cities that will better accommodate me and all others who have similar experiences.

Within architectural work there remains a critical distinction between proposing a solution and exposing a process. Throughout this thesis I situate myself firmly within the latter of these two methods, primarily as a result of my distance from the field. I do not seek to speak for anyone, but rather hope to posit a framework for working alongside those whose lives revolve around decriminalizing their survival. As someone pursuing a graduate degree, I recognize my immense privilege in engaging with these topics. I have made every effort to prioritize sources written, compiled, or produced by sex workers—27% of my sources come directly from people who identify as either current or former sex workers. Yet I have also relied heavily on writings and theories by non-sex workers who are deeply embedded within Western worldviews. No matter how critical of this viewpoint many of these authors and I may be, we still cannot elide the formative origins of our words and ideas. We must inherently learn from that which we criticize, but we also have to imagine new forms that do not yet exist.

• • •

I have attempted to expose my role in this power structure in hopes of offering transparency and reassembling the silences that weave into and out of architectural work. The intent of this thesis is not to propose tactical design solutions to address the structural and visceral violence faced by those in the sex industry and beyond. Rather, its purpose is to recognize the states of compression and expansion enabled by the built environment; to analyze the gradations of publicity and visibility that constitute the city space of the everyday; and to question what an infrastructure of intimacy is and can be. I cannot provide solutions to this violence, but I can raise critical consciousness and put forth the conceptual tools to build new and alternate futures.
GET YOUR FUCKING LAWS OFF OUR BODIES

We want the cops off our backs and out of our business. We want decriminalization. This means no anti-prostitute laws. Decriminalization means we’d be allowed to work inside and to solicit on the street like politicians, encyclopedia salesmen, born again Christians and everybody else. It does not mean we’d be above the law; it means we’d have the same rights other people have.

Fig. 1
Statement from CORP (The Canadian Organization for the Rights of Prostitutes), which was officially founded in 1983

Fig. 2
A recruitment ad for sex workers are allies of CORP, in Stiletto, 1986
Introduction

In Canada, as in other colonized territories, power takes on ubiquitous forms; it constructs the fabric of the everyday from a thread of dominance that often goes unnoticed. These power structures shape the freedom of the public domain. Sex work is embroiled within these extractive structures; supremacy, domination, and capitalism stem from colonization and all work to keep marginalized populations in ever-liminal positions (figure 3). Understood as spatial phenomena, these power structures influence atmospheres of place and presuppose ontologies through access, aesthetic, and agency. This thesis utilizes concepts of infrastructure and intimacy to frame these relationships of power, and to address the laws, stigmas, and actions that govern sex work within city space. Although commonly conceived as private and personal, intimacy is deeply entwined with power structures that in turn have spatial repercussions. It works infrastructurally as an emancipatory tool for some but a limiting factor for others, a disjuncture that underlies much of the work of this thesis.

This thesis is both a project and a process. Situated within sex-positive feminist discourse, it is a deliberate contemplation on what it means to expose the roots of power and to conceive of past, present, and future world-making otherwise. It focuses on commonly held assumptions about sex work and intimacy while seeking to unfold, expose, and reconfigure them. It begins at the scale of ubiquity through the assessment of legal infrastructures, and seeps slowly into the saturated environment of bodily place, activating space through action and setting the scene for affective attachments. Through addressing sex work and spatial politics, it recognizes the ways in which power exists at numerous scales and levels of visibility, how it moves in multiple directions, and how it ultimately shapes the world we feel around us.
The first section of the work, “Situating Theory and Sex Work,” introduces the contextual basis of the thesis. It speaks of cultural hegemony by exposing the fallacy of many of the preconceived notions held about sex work and sex workers as portrayed in media and popular discourse. It then introduces foundational notions of infrastructure and intimacy, expanding beyond their commonly conceived definitions and exposing them as critical to the formation of space. Infrastructural networks and intimate connections constantly shift bodies and things into new social, material, and affective constellations, the likes of which exist at multiple scales and within multiple temporalities. Within this understanding, the first section speaks to the ways in which Canadian law (since colonization) has regulated how patterns of intimacy unfold, parsing apart specific legislations to expand upon the ways that space is weaponized through legal stricture.

The second section of the thesis, “Sex and the City,” delves deeper into the ways that these hegemonic preconceptions and legal strictures play out tangibly within the space of the city. It begins first with a geographic assessment of sex work in Vancouver, Toronto, and Montreal, addressing the ways that mapping power exposes its multiple methods of enforcement in systemic confluence. It addresses the notion of ‘everywhereness’ to articulate the landscape of sex work in the city, harnessing Henri Lefebvre’s theory of the three fields of space to analyze four spaces as they relate to sex work, and essentially fusing legal understandings with spatial production. The second section culminates in an assessment of the theoretical constructions of space and of place, recognizing that a shift toward the scale of the body is necessary in articulating a place-based analysis of intimacy.

The final section of the thesis, “Intimacy as Infrastructure,” exposes the need to expand beyond solely conceiving of the violence enacted on sex workers, and instead to consider the landscapes of care and intimacy that the profession can enable. It shifts the conversation into the space of autonomy and visibility by reflecting upon notions of space and place, and the ways in which they facilitate action. The resulting response
to these provocations is the production of a performance in two acts, actualized through scripts and drawings, that activate space and place. These acts acknowledge the multiplicity inherent in the infrastructures and built worlds of the everyday. As provocations rather than design solutions, the acts activate the space of the city through understandings of plurality and exposure through spatial narrative.

The dominant knowledge structures that are prevalent within architectural education and practice have the distinct capacity to enforce the Western, heteropatriarchal norm, and to render divergent practices as ‘other’. This work seeks to express all that can be gained by fundamentally accepting ‘otherness’ and recognizing it as a fertile space to gain new perspectives. Alterity is often mobilized as a weapon as it moves consistently through the city’s social structures—casting aside those whose actions and bodies do not fit within the traditional mould of heteronormative patriarchy—yet it also has the capacity to transform entrenched social orders. Accepting ‘otherness’ and thereby restructuring how sex work and intimacy are perceived is the essential goal of many sex work advocates who strive for safety and dignity for the marginalized. This thesis lies within these sex-positive understandings, with a recognition that new forms of collectivity are required to expose and embrace new ways of existing together.
Introduction

Fig. 3
Diagram expressing dominant power structures that stem from colonization
Part 01:
Situating Theory and Sex Work
On Context

This thesis deals with the wide and varied methods, locations, and people involved in consensual sex work. Beyond this section, it does not address human trafficking or sexual exploitation. Sex work is a consensual sexual exchange between adults for money or goods; trafficking is forced, exploitative, and/or coerced labour. The distinction between sex work and acts of human trafficking is critical, and their terminologies are not interchangeable despite their common conflation in both public and legal discourse. As has been shown time and again by both Canadian and international sex workers and sex work advocates, this conflation often undermines efforts to address the very real and critical human rights issues of trafficking. Funds and resources are continually put toward criminalizing sex workers by reinforcing policing and surveillance tactics instead of focusing specifically on traffickers.1 This heightened control furthers the stigma against those who choose to engage in sex work, thereby making their positions in society and space more marginalized.

The current Canadian legislation in place to regulate—read: eradicate—sex work, the Protection of Communities and Exploited Persons Act (PCEPA), contains both sex work and trafficking-related amendments which render sex workers as inherently exploited and their jobs as inherently violent. Perpetually depicting sex workers as victims removes them from the space of labour and autonomy, and places them instead in a space that sex worker rights activist and scholar Alex Tigchelaar characterizes as that of the 'viminal': “victim if one does not agree to be criminalized by the state, criminal if one does not agree to be victimized by the state, ever in a liminal position.”2 Similarly, with the introduction of PCEPA in 2014, then-Minister of Justice and Attorney General of Canada Peter MacKay equated clients with “perpetrators, perverts and pimps,”3 thereby reducing the very human pursuit of sexual intimacy to the level of exploitation, or more coarsely relating clients to traffickers.
Victimized renditions are typically fraught with gendered presumptions and characterize sex workers as young and female, helpless to their exploitation. This depiction essentially negates the vast experiences of male, trans, and non-binary sex workers, as well as those of adult women. Additionally, the figure of the trafficked female oft-employed by governing powers embodies an anxiety about the erosion of national sovereignty. Understood within feminist scholar Sara Ahmed’s articulation of “affective economies”—in which affect and emotion gain traction as they circulate across social and psychic fields—this anxiety is reified by a populous who equates the movement of foreign bodies into and out of national boundaries as the dissolution of sovereignty. Citizens policing sex workers through stigmatic perception and vocal opposition often do so under the guise of care for the exploited, covertly working to secure a sovereign future free of foreign and deviant ‘others’.

Viewing sex work as inherently exploitative and thereby conflating it with trafficking has been vehemently opposed by those whose lived experience and choices prove otherwise. The vast and varied methods and locations of sex work can be sources of independence and autonomy, however the Canadian government has yet to alter their stance or adjust the law. These laws are imminently spatial: they utilize space as a factor to control the bodies and working conditions of sex workers with a covert violence that is fundamentally shaped by skewed perceptions and portrayals of the profession. These violent intentions can be made no clearer than through the statement of Conservative Senator Donald Plett: “Of course we don’t want to make life safe for prostitutes; we want to do away with prostitution. That’s the intent of the bill.”

Fig. 4
Protestors gather in a Toronto intersection for a “die in” to honour missing and murdered sex workers.
Intimacy is an intangible currency of contemporary life—it is real, felt, and coveted, but it is also ephemeral, shifting, and deeply powerful. Although often perceived as something private and proximate, intimacy extends fluidly into each facet of city space, forming social, material, and affective patterns that create the texture of everyday life. The common understanding of intimacy as something inherently internal, whether physically or mentally, has forged a divisive line between the private and public realms. This line is repeatedly realized through built form, creating a binary and often gendered separation between intimate and collective spaces.

Architectural historians have dealt time and again with notions of intimacy and the ways that intimate spaces have been designed and constructed. References to intimate space within prevalent analyses typically denote the domestic interior, understood as a space separate from that which exists in the public realm. The home itself is often considered a space of...
intimacy, while the bedroom constitutes the most intimate space of the home. Through this domestic lens, intimacy is often traced as it unfolds, choreographed through space, creating a dichotomous opposition to the publicity of the exterior.

This understanding has been attached to the work of many modern architects and the homes that they have designed. In professor and critic Sylvia Lavin’s assessment of the work of architect Richard Neutra, she expands on the impact of psychoanalysis on the architect’s postwar domestic projects, noting the cultivation of an eroticized domesticity that bleeds into outdoor space through window-wall corners. Intimate domestic space unfolds from the body into the environment, creating a gradation between the psyche, the house, and the open air. While the boundary between indoor and outdoor space in Neutra’s homes becomes indeterminate, the interiority of intimacy remains intact as its locus oscillates between domestic space and the psyche. The work of Le Corbusier has also been understood through its intimate unfolding, notably seen within Pierre Chenal’s 1929 film L’architecture d’aujourd’hui. In the film, Le Corbusier’s epochal Villa Savoye becomes a backdrop for the sequential movement of a female figure. With her body fragmented and framed by the house itself, the architectural promenade shifts her from inside to out as she moves toward the roof garden and ultimately disappears from view. The perspective of the viewer is that of the voyeur, while the house itself serves as a vessel to contain the female character and enforce an intimate connection.
Perhaps the most evocative example of this theoretical and spatial unfolding is within architectural historian Beatriz Colomina’s assessment of the work of Adolf Loos. Colomina elucidates the cinematic and theatrical nature of this choreography through numerous examples of Loos’ architectural work, but her analysis becomes particularly poignant in addressing the unrealized 1928 design of the Josephine Baker House. Baker was an entertainer, activist, spy, and queer Black woman whose life was complex and whose legacy persists well into the present day. Yet in Loos’ unrealized house, she is distilled down to a sex symbol and an object of desire architecturally relegated to the most central and sensual space of the home: the swimming pool. A series of rooms surrounding the pool, and
a skylight above it, hint at the fact that the house is meant less for Baker and more for watching her. Intended to operate as an erotic centrepiece swimming under the voyeuristic gaze, as if seen through a peep hole, Josephine Baker becomes an intimate and eroticized object existing solely in the space of saturated interiority and salacious visibility.10

While these and similar analyses are salient, they do little to expand the ways in which architecture may be able to broach the subject of intimacy in broader and more collective terms, and with more emancipatory outlooks. Intimate space in the architectural sense often becomes the space of vulnerability, introspection, and exposure, yet spaces designed to facilitated curated intimacies differ greatly from those organically created. Architectural understandings analyze intimacy as a separation, necessitating a contrast between bodies and gazes, and most critically between domestic and collective spaces. The question of what it is that makes the space of privacy and intimacy different from the space of the commons becomes an important one, for it is through this questioning that the fallacy of intimacy as synonymous with privacy comes to light. Space’s inherent multiplicity means that any space can be activated through intimate attachment, regardless of its level of exposure. In expanding beyond the binary divisions between private and public life, this thesis seeks to question the slippery nature of intimacy and its capacity to erode the present limits of sociality, at the same time recognizing the marginalization imposed on its non-normative expressions.

The notion of unfolding, elaborated on in the architectural sense, can also be mobilized to understand new forms of intimacy and their capacities to imagine the world otherwise. As Sara Ahmed notes:

*The starting point for orientation is the point from which the world unfolds: the ‘here’ of the body, and the ‘where’ of its dwelling. Given this, orientations are about the intimacy of bodies and their dwelling places. If orientations are about how we begin from ‘here’, then they involve unfolding. At what point does the world unfold?*11
What this thesis interests itself in is the ways in which intimacy remains either a binding or divisive factor of collective life, and by recognizing intimacy as a locus of power we are required to ask these and similar questions:

Where does intimate interiority extend from, and what are its limits? How can we make space for the complexity of intimate expressions? How do we cultivate new forms of collectivity that are inherently intimate? And how can intimacy lead to new ways of existing in space? For, if we consider the words of theorist Lauren Berlant, “intimacy builds worlds; it creates spaces and usurps places meant for other kinds of relation.” How can we foster this world-building?
On Infrastructure

Theoretical frameworks surrounding intimacy as a field of power resonate with queer and feminist scholarship and become particularly potent when considered alongside critical analyses of infrastructure. These queer and feminist understandings bring up the “who” of infrastructure: who is impacted, who benefits, and who is disadvantaged? Since the 1980s the concept of infrastructure has come to take on a myriad of new, charged meanings that aim to address these questions. Infrastructure is now largely understood and theoretically constructed as not just a latent object, but rather as active element in the built environment and the political formation of space. The divisive capacity of infrastructure can be seen in the material manifestation of things like roads, bridges, sewers, and telephone lines, but can also resonate deeply through intangible systems. Legal infrastructures, although unseen, reinforce a particular status quo yet create dynamic shifts for those whom they disenfranchise, while affective infrastructures govern sociality itself through the regulation of intimacy and collectivity.

While there has been a recent influx of literature on the ethnographic, anthropological, geographic, and sociological studies of infrastructure, there remains no cohesive definition of the term—and the same can be said of intimacy. As a premier scholar of infrastructural politics, Susan Leigh Star wrote that infrastructure “is both relational and ecological—it means different things to different groups and it is part of the balance of action, tools, and the built environment, inseparable from them.” Star’s definition implies that infrastructures are both relational and situational, and that the bonds between their constituent parts are fragile. Another pertinent definition comes from Canadian technoscience studies scholar Michelle Murphy, who defines infrastructures as “spatial arrangements of relationships that draw humans, things, words and non-humans into patterned conjunctures.” Focusing not on form but rather on convergences, Murphy’s definition also allows for infrastructure to be understood as inherently relational. Furthermore, this relationality can be grasped through...
the understanding that infrastructures can be seen as ‘things’ that enable the operation of other ‘things’—objects, emotions, or otherwise—and they thus create dynamic and symbolic systems with the innate capacity to uphold particular social orders. In essence, space is scripted through the presence of infrastructures.

While the physical and material traces of infrastructure can have noticeable effects on the construction of social space, exposing the relationality of tangible and intangible forms enables infrastructure to breach the threshold between privacy and publicity as conceived by Western logic. Infrastructure becomes a way to assess the unraveling of the ideologically-constructed private into the public, to puncture its divisive walls, and to turn interiority inside-out. It becomes a conceptual and practical vehicle through which to understand the plurality of built and social spaces, and a very tangible rubric to unpack the binding attachments that we have to the world and how we move through it—not to mention how the world remains bound to itself.18

In thinking through conceptions of infrastructure in Canada, it is important to consider the linear history of the country’s settler colonial construction. Infrastructure has always been the “how” of settler colonialism,19 from the early colonial construction of the Canadian Pacific Railway to the ongoing pipeline projects that seek to carve up unceded Indigenous territories. But these settler colonial transgressions also come in smaller and less tangible forms, and sex work legislation serves as an apt example. The 2013 introduction of Bill C-36 (also known as the Protection of Communities and Exploited Persons Act (PCEPA)) by the Canadian government shifted Canadian sex work legislation toward a system that technically legalizes selling sexual services, but makes it increasingly difficult to do so. While sex workers themselves are no longer technically criminalized under Bill C-36, their clients and other related parties are; so while the law attempts to uphold the hegemonic fantasy of a sex work-free world, there are real people whose livelihoods and existences are under constant attack. Compounded by the fact that Indigenous women are overrepresented and criminalized as sex workers in Canada,20 it

Fig. 12
Workers constructing the Canadian Pacific Railway
becomes difficult to see these laws as anything but the reinforcement of patriarchal, white supremacist ideology and spatial planning, deeply bound to the settler colonial project. More broadly, the infrastructures implicated in spaces of sex work come in obvious and invisible forms. This thesis deals largely with the intangible systems of the law, the likes of which aim to maintain visible order for some but to criminalize the labour of others, but also with the aesthetic and material dimensions of everyday infrastructures and their capacities to shift bodies in space. It speaks both about infrastructures and about thinking infrastructurally, which necessitates adopting a sex-positive feminist conception of built and intangible spaces and places.

While the power relations enacted by infrastructure are quite often hidden from view (as infrastructure is, by virtue, invisible for those whom it serves), their capacities to shape histories, delineate access, and further an agenda are palpable. Within these understandings, there is also room to reappropriate infrastructures, or to repurpose them to enable a range of intimate attachments; “pipelines can carry fresh water as well as toxicity.” How can we (re)activate infrastructure as a social and political tool to imagine and create other forms of living? How can infrastructural networks, which remain invisible for those whom they serve, become exposed as conduits that further the distance between the privileged and the marginalized? And more generally, what do we gain from calling something infrastructure, or characterizing it as infrastructural?
On Sex Work and Spatial Politics

The intersection of infrastructure and intimacy, and thus the disruption of commonly-conceived divisions of intimate and collective space, become palpable when associated with sex work. Understood as the exchange of goods or money for sexual acts between consenting adults, sex work remains a dangerously stigmatized profession and both physically and legally marginalizes those who benefit from it. It activates the infrastructure of the city through intimate connection while also depriving sex workers of any truly private space, as even their homes are subject to legal surveillance. Within this legal framework, educator and community organizer Red Schulte exposes this ‘fantasy’ of private space by referring to it instead as ‘limited-intimate’ space, noting that so long as aspects of sex work remain criminalized, the terms of privacy remain fundamentally limited. Blurring the boundary between public, private, and virtual spaces, sex workers occupy and reinvent place depending on the presence of other actors such as clients, friends, or police. The inherent spatiality of sex work actualizes concrete and abstract barriers that ultimately play a role in weaving the fabric of the city.

Hollywood depictions of the profession often fail to grasp the vast and varied lived realities of many sex workers, whose lives and bodies exist beyond simply what they do to make money. Sex workers are typically portrayed as either objects of affection who ultimately get saved by heterosexual love, or as drug addicts or victims of violence whose lives are destitute. The sources of these parochial portrayals are extensive. Video games such as Red Dead Redemption and Grand Theft Auto have offered various forms of rewards for kidnapping, murdering, and abusing sex workers, while similar narratives of abuse and physical violence—commonly referred to as the ‘disposable sex worker trope’—often anchor crime dramas or serve as the punchline in dark comedy. These cinematic depictions, in which sex workers are often nothing more than clichés or plot devices, perpetuate prevalent stereotypes that reinforce...
discriminatory understandings of the profession while reinforcing trenchant ideas of morality. In more severe terms, these portrayals depict violence, precarity, and marginalization as inevitabilities that go hand in hand with the job. Common across all of these depictions is the fact that sex workers are typically characterized as social and spatial outcasts, and their presence signifies the fringe or edge of dignified and proper urban space. These stereotypical understandings are, of course, fundamentally damaging and limiting. ‘Liminal’ spaces are often only liminal insofar as they are stereotypically perceived to be. The presence or absence of certain infrastructure is often a determining factor in how these liminal spaces are both socially and spatially constructed, creating a reciprocal relationship between stereotypes and marginality. Furthermore, while some do turn to sex work as a result of restricted options due to a wide variety of circumstances, the issue is not the choice they have made to engage in sex work but rather the socioeconomic factors that have limited their options for alternative sources of work. Perpetual victimization through these stereotypical representations fails to encompass the fact that sex work can be an incredibly empowering and lucrative job. No matter the reason that someone decides to engage in sex work, their working conditions should be embedded with safety, dignity, and autonomy that is not often afforded in stereotypical renditions.
Among the depictions more positively received by sex workers is Sean Baker’s film *Tangerine*, commended by sex work advocate Siouxie Q for its humanized portrayal of marginalized sex workers and its focus on community and camaraderie—tools that she notes are essential for sex worker survival.26 *Tangerine* follows Sin-Dee Rella and Alexandra, two Black, trans sex workers, as they navigate through the city and occupy a host of public spaces: a Donut Time, a nightclub, a car wash, and a laundromat, to name a few. The use of public infrastructures in *Tangerine* is particularly pertinent in bridging the gap between built and social forms. It is through Sin-Dee Rella and Alexandra’s occupation of these material and infrastructural spaces that we can begin to recognize the flow of capital and the circulation of dreams amidst the racialized and gendered backdrop of everyday space.27 *Tangerine*’s infrastructural entanglements—the structures, systems, and networks of transportation, communication, and pleasure—link “blow jobs to urban planning and capital accumulation, revealing how official intentions can be betrayed by a plurality of uses, including the way men, transwomen, and sex workers repurpose public spaces for sexual transactions.”28 This plurality of uses is essential to an infrastructural analysis.

While popular media’s role in the formation of cultural hegemony is undeniable, the intangible infrastructures of the law also play a major part in actualizing stratification. Globally, there are four prominent legal models that exist to regulate sex work: criminalization, legalization, decriminalization, and the ‘Nordic model’ which aims to criminalize the purchasing, but not selling, of sexual services.29 The vast majority of sex work advocates support decriminalization, which differs from legalization and criminalization in that it involves the total removal of criminal penalties from sex work rather than its legal regulation or outright prohibition. As a recent adopter of the Nordic model-based legal framework Bill C-36 (also known as The Protection of Communities and Exploited Persons Act (PCEPA)), Canada has become potent example of the disjuncture between politics and sexual acceptance; and this disjuncture runs deep. Canada’s first ‘anti-prostitution’ laws were amended to the *Indian Act* in 1879 and specifically sought to regulate and police
the bodies of Indigenous women—a distinct form of colonial social control aimed at limiting the role of the Indigenous woman within settler society.\textsuperscript{30} One such Act provision read:

If any person, being the keeper of any house, allows or suffers any Indian woman to be or remain in such house, knowing, or having probable cause for believing, that such Indian woman is in or remains in such house with the intention of prostituting herself therein, such person shall be deemed guilty of an offence against this Act.\textsuperscript{31}

The ambiguities inherent in this Act were intentional and illustrated Indigenous women as criminal not as the result of “prostituting themselves” but rather as a result of having the intention to do so—with intention being an incredibly subjective tool. It is also important to note that these sections of the Indian Act were revised numerous times and were eventually inserted into the Criminal Code, creating a regulatory lineage that seeps into the present day.\textsuperscript{32}

Fig. 18
The laundry room at Toronto’s Mercer Reformatory for Women, an institution that aimed to “save” sex working women through prayer, hard labour, and punishment.
The intentional vagueness of the *Indian Act* legislation resonates with numerous instances of anti-sex work laws that have existed since. Figures 19-23 outline five such laws which both use and have used space as a tactic of exclusion:

**The Vagrancy Act** (figure 19) made it allowable for police to arrest a woman if she “could not give a satisfactory account of herself” when in a public space. Notably, this law focused its attention on the bodies of street-based workers, and both the definition of space and of personal conduct were left violently vague. **Bill C-49** (figure 20) made it an offence to buy or sell sexual services in any ‘public place’, but a public place also included any space accessible only by invitation. A ‘public place’ therefore included spaces typically considered to be within the private realm, such as a hotel, a car, or even a sex worker’s home. As has been noted, the division between privacy and publicity for the sex worker is rendered nonexistent. **Keeping a Common Bawdy-House** (figure 21) was one of the prominent provisions struck down prior to the introduction of the current legislation, Bill C-36. The provision prohibited the operation or occupation of common bawdy-houses, defined as “a place that is kept or occupied, or resorted to by one or more persons for the purpose of prostitution or the practice of acts of indecency.” Again, a ‘public place’ becomes a loosely-defined space that is defined solely by its repeated occupation, while a ‘practice of indecency’ was, again, a subjective tool. **The Communicating provision** (figure 22), also struck down prior to the introduction of Bill C-36, prohibited public communication between sex workers and their clients. Here, the public becomes the space of visibility, a safety tool used by sex workers to screen their clients, and yet the intent of the provision was to limit these safety measures. Finally the current legislation, **Bill C-36** (figure 23), although heralded as an effort to ‘help’ sex workers, is no exception to this lineage. While Bill C-36’s alleged aim is to prevent sexual exploitation, the actual impact of the Bill is the marginalization and dehumanization of sex workers. Those who buy or sell sex remain perceived as community outsiders whose invisibility is key to the functioning of public space, and Bill C-36 seeks to make it legally impossible for sex workers to exist in either public or private places.
Vagrancy Act (1867–1972)

only to the night walker.

We would recommend that prostitution be dealt with as a health and social problem, not as a criminal offence.

2. Vagrancy

Section 164 (1)(a)

This section makes it a criminal offence for anyone, male or female, found wandering without any visible means of support - an equation of poverty with crime. This is totally unacceptable to us.

We are particularly concerned about the consequences of enforcing this law as it affects young women. A young person who leaves home, without adequate support, may be trying to break away from an unhealthy, unhappy home situation. It may be that she is going through an unhappy, disturbed adolescent period in which she is trying to find out who she is and where she belongs. An arrest and trial may well convince her that she is "no good" and belongs with the so-called "criminal group" even though she may not be found guilty. If she is found guilty, she now carries the added burden of having a criminal record.

We support the suggestion in the Culmet Report that Canadian society should be "developing alternate social resources for women, particularly for young women who are without lodging or visible means of support under health or welfare, rather than correctional auspices".

Fig. 19

Excerpt from letter by the National Ad Hoc Action Committee on the Status of Women in Canada, to the Government of Canada, 1972
Bill C-49 (1987–1990)

Fig. 20
Excerpt from "The Impact of Bill C-49 on Street Prostitution: "What's Law Got to Do with It?""
by Shelagh O'Connell, 1988
Keeping a Common Bawdy-House (1867–2013)

Fig. 21
Police record of a bawdy-house arrest
sanction. Prostitution, including legal out-call work, may be made less dangerous if a prostitute is allowed to hire an assistant or bodyguard, yet such business relationships are illegal under s. 212(1)(j). Finally, s. 213(1)(c) prohibits street prostitutes, who are largely the most vulnerable prostitutes and who face an alarming amount of violence, from screening their clients at an early stage of a potential transaction, thereby putting them at an increased risk of violence.

The impugned provisions, acting in concert, are arbitrary. Sections 210 and 212(1)(j) are overbroad. The effects of the impugned provisions are grossly disproportionate to identified state interests. The deprivations of liberty and security of the person are not in accordance with the principles of fundamental justice.

The violation of s. 7 of the Charter is not justified under s. 1 of the Charter. The provisions are not proportionate and do not minimally impair the applicants' rights to liberty and security of the person.

The prohibition on communicating for the purpose of prostitution in s. 213(1)(c) of the Code is a prima facie infringement of s. 2(b) of the Charter. The language of s. 213(1)(c) is broad enough to capture communications that serve to screen customers for safety purposes. The objective of s. 213(1)(c) is to control the social nuisance associated with street prostitution. Section 213(1)(c) is rationally connected to the objective of controlling the social nuisance associated with street prostitution. However, it does not minimally impair freedom of expression, and its minor salutary effects are substantially outweighed by its deleterious effects. Section 213(1)(c) is not saved under s. 1 of the Charter. [Page 323]

Striking the impugned provisions would not leave a legal vacuum. There are a number of legal provisions capable of addressing many of the harms associated with prostitution. The danger faced by prostitutes greatly outweighs any harm which may be faced by other members of the public. A temporary suspension of a declaration of invalidity would not be appropriate. However, a stay of up to 30 days was granted to
voeyuristic recording or the advertisement of sexual services available, the court shall order that the electronic copy be returned to the custodian of the computer system and terminate the order under paragraph (1)(b).

8. Paragraph 171.1(1)(a) of the Act is replaced by the following:

(a) a person who is, or who the accused believes is, under the age of eighteen years, for the purpose of facilitating the commission of an offence with respect to that person under subsection 153(1), section 155, 163.1, 170, 171 or 279.011 or subsection 279.02(2), 279.03(2), 286.1(2), 286.2(2) or 286.3(2);

9. Paragraph 172.1(1)(a) of the Act is replaced by the following:

(a) a person who is, or who the accused believes is, under the age of eighteen years, for the purpose of facilitating the commission of an offence with respect to that person under subsection 153(1), section 155, 163.1, 170, 171 or 279.011 or subsection 279.02(2), 279.03(2), 286.1(2), 286.2(2) or 286.3(2);

10. Paragraph 172.2(1)(a) of the Act is replaced by the following:

(a) under subsection 153(1), section 155, 163.1, 170, 171 or 279.011 or subsection 279.02(2), 279.03(2), 286.1(2), 286.2(2) or 286.3(2) with respect to another person who is, or who the accused believes is, under the age of eighteen years;

11. (1) Subparagraphs (a)(xxxv) to (xxxviii) of the definition "offence" in section 183 of the Act are repealed.

(2) The definition "offence" in section 183 of the Act is amended by adding the following after subparagraph (a)(iii):

(iii.1) 286.1 (obtaining sexual services for consideration);
(iii.2) 286.2 (material benefit from sexual services);
(iii.3) 286.3 (procuring);
(iii.4) 286.4 (advertising sexual services).

8. L’alinéa 171.1(1)a) de la même loi est remplacé par ce qui suit :

a) à une personne âgée de moins de dix-huit ans ou qu’il croit telle, en vue de faciliter la perpétration à son égard d’une infraction visée au paragraphe 153(1), aux articles 155, 163.1, 170, 171 ou 279.011 ou aux paragraphes 279.02(2), 279.03(2), 286.1(2), 286.2(2) ou 286.3(2);

9. L’alinéa 172.1(1)a) de la même loi est remplacé par ce qui suit :

a) une personne âgée de moins de dix-huit ans ou qu’il croit telle, en vue de faciliter la perpétration à son égard d’une infraction visée au paragraphe 153(1), aux articles 155, 163.1, 170, 171 ou 279.011 ou aux paragraphes 279.02(2), 279.03(2), 286.1(2), 286.2(2) ou 286.3(2);

10. L’alinéa 172.2(1)a) de la même loi est remplacé par ce qui suit :

a) soit une infraction visée au paragraphe 153(1), aux articles 155, 163.1, 170, 171 ou 279.011 ou aux paragraphes 279.02(2), 279.03(2), 286.1(2), 286.2(2) ou 286.3(2), à l’égard d’un tiers âgé de moins de dix-huit ans ou qu’il croit tel;

11. (1) Les sous-alinéas a)(xxxv) à (xxxviii) de la définition de «infraction», à l’article 183 de la même loi, sont abrogés.

(2) La définition de «infraction», à l’article 183 de la même loi, est modifiée par adjonction, après le sous-alinéa a)(iii), de ce qui suit :

(iii.1) l’article 286.1 (obtention de services sexuels moyennant rétribution);
(iii.2) l’article 286.2 (avantage matériel provenant de la prestation de services sexuels);
(iii.3) l’article 286.3 (proxénétisme),
Within these legislative strictures, space and place are activated as loci to be controlled, and as tools to control the female body. These laws are eminently spatial, as space can be understood as both fundamentally constructed by social and political forces, and fundamentally constructive of social life. These laws tap into the material and affective dimensions of space concurrently, accessing it both within physical locations and in the abstract and omnipresent ‘any place’. The power of these and other laws is not only their capacities to affect a particular order through their enforcement, but also their lasting effects. This power becomes located and felt at numerous temporalities and scales: that of the city, of place, and of the body, each considered as sites upon which an exchange is made.

Activists and scholars have opposed Bill C-36 since its inception. Based on the Nordic model and introduced in 2014 after the Supreme Court of Canada struck down three provisions for being in violation of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, the Bill prohibits purchasing, advertising, communicating about, or receiving material benefits from sexual services. While it claims to protect sex workers, it is in effect simply a recalibration of the numerous laws that existed before it that sought to render sex work invisible, immoral, and ultimately criminal (see timeline). Spatially, the legislation spans across physical and virtual terrains by prohibiting these transactions “in any place,” whether that be the street, a car, a home, the internet, or beyond. In effect these tactics of surveillance, policing, and stigma force sex workers to conduct their business in more and more marginal—and thus dangerous—locations. According to Canadian criminology professor Chris Bruckert, Bill C-36 continues to “push the sex industry even further into the shadows and create a perfect storm of danger in which all sex workers, regardless of sector or method of working, will confront increased risk of violence, have reduced access to harm reduction mechanisms, experience heightened stigma and be subject to even greater social/civic isolation.” The politics of visibility and the dangers of invisibility within the built environment are furthered by the harnessing of infrastructure and intimacy, creating socio-spatial forms to be either cherished and protected or strictly guarded against.
Canada inherits British anti-prostitution laws with the creation of the new federal government at Confederation. These laws prohibit “common prostitutes,” keeping or frequenting a bawdy house, and supporting oneself by the avails of prostitution. The Vagrancy Act is also passed at this time, stating that police had the authority to arrest a woman “if she could not give a satisfactory account of herself.”

Following the decriminalization of homosexuality in 1969, Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau was quoted saying that there was “no place for the state in the bedrooms of the nation.” However, in 1981, over 100 police officers armed with crowbars and sledgehammers raid multiple gay bathhouses in Toronto, arresting nearly 300 people. The raids are a catalyst for the gay rights movement and for the fight against bawdy-house laws.

Bill C-49 in passed. The new bill made it an offence to buy or sell sexual services in a public place, with the aim to diminish the “nuisance caused to ordinary members of the public.” Public places included places that were only accessible by invitation, such as hotels, vehicles, clubs, etc. After C-49 was passed, there was an increase in violence against street-based sex workers.

Sex workers Terri Jean Bedford, Amy Lebovitch, and Valerie Scott initiate a case to strike down three provisions of the law for violating the Charter: s. 210 - Keeping a common bawdy-house s. 212 (1)(j) - Living on the avails of prostitution s. 213 (1)(c) - Communicating in public for the purpose of prostitution

The Supreme Court of Canada throws out all three provisions (s. 210, s. 212 (1)(j), s. 213 (1) (c)) in a unanimous ruling after deciding they are unconstitutional. The justices give parliament one year to craft a set of replacement laws that comply with the Charter. This is a milestone win for sex workers, as it signals the total decriminalization of sex work, should no further legislation be introduced.

Following the 2013 Supreme Court decision, Bill C-36, the Protection of Communities and Exploited Persons Act (PCEPTA) is introduced. C-36 targets those who purchase sex. PCEPA makes it illegal to obtain sexual services, to receive material benefits for sexual services, and to advertise for sexual services. Sex workers adamantly argue that these new restrictions will make their jobs considerably more dangerous.

A Brief Timeline of Sex Work Laws in Canada*
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* see appendix I for expanded timeline
Fig. 31
Collage depicting **violence** as a lens of analysis
Fig. 32
Collage of surveillance and the gaze as mechanisms of control over intimacy and female existence

VI. WOMEN UNDER CRIMINAL LAW

We strongly support Recommendations #150 and #151 which call for repeal of Section 16(4)(i)(c) and Section 16(1)(a) now #175(1)(b) and (3) of the Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1970, c. 34.

1. Prostitution

We are concerned about the use of regression in the criminal law in order to regulate the activity of women prostitutes. We recommend that Section 16(1)(b) be repealed for the following reasons:

(i) It is inappropriate for the law to be used as a regulator of morals. Experience has shown that the law is inapplicable when it attempts to do so.

(ii) This opens the door to the arbitrary application of the law by the police, to the setting of traps, and to other highly dubious practices.

(iii) This law discriminates in three significant ways:

a) While a man and woman are normally involved in this offence, the wording of the Act is such that the woman alone is charged.

b) There are men who are involved in homosexual prostitution but this Act, as far as we have been able to ascertain, is applied to women only.

c) Prostitution is practised within many sections of the community, from the night walker, through the usually more affluent call girl, to the mistress of a wealthy man. The law is normally applied only to the night walker.

We would recommend that prostitution be dealt with as a health and social problem, not as a criminal offence.
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Part 02:
Sex and the City
Uncovering the spatial dimensions of sex work in Canada requires an understanding of the tension between scales of city life beyond the legislative divisions of public and private space. There is a violence inherent in the scalar shifts between the local or embodied and the regional or national, in that when legislatives decisions are made in one geographic or hierarchical location, they can have deep impacts on lives and bodies in another. The detrimental potentials of these decisions are only heightened by the misconception that spaces of sex work are inherently liminal, dilapidated, and immoral.

Thinking geographically about the sexual landscape of city space requires these scalar shifts to be actively recognized. Marxist geographers understand space as the product of power relations, the likes of which have the capacity to reproduce capitalist values through zoning and regulations. As noted by geographer Phil Hubbard, it may seem as though areas with sex shops, strip clubs, or even brothels—what Hubbard refers to as...
spaces of sexual risk’—are the result of sexual liberation, when in fact they are often attempts to contain and capitalize on commercial sex within the city while reproducing patterns of heteronormativity.1 Similarly, the use of policing and surveillance to ensure that sex work remains within its allotted bounds means that these spaces for so-called subversive expressions of desire become controlled and enclosed, thereby ensuring that the public nuisance of sex work does not seep out into surrounding neighbourhoods.2

The notion of public nuisance plays a key role in geographies of intimacy and the zoning of sex work. Relegating sex work to particular areas—both in the synchronic and diachronic sense—typically means that these areas must remain far-removed from housing, schools, religious establishments, or areas set to undergo gentrification.3 Although street-based sex workers make up only about 20% of the Canadian sex working population,4 they become the main targets of community exclusion and policy implementation. The subtext in zoning decisions is often that the visibility of sex work will disrupt the lives of ‘good citizens’ by jeopardizing their safety and morality5—abiding by a moral code that typically privileges monogamous, heterosexual lifestyles. Seen within a Marxist geographic framework, the legislative treatment of spaces of sex work can differ greatly from those of other normatively-divergent groups. For instance, the space of the ‘gay village’ has become a celebrated and commodifiable entity within many major metropolises despite its subversive origins, yet spaces historically associated with sex work continue to experience gentrification and societal neglect. In the case of Canadian cities that do celebrate their historical sexual landscape, the rights of sex workers in the present day remain constricted. These double standards are continually reinforced through intangible infrastructural systems and continue to pose obstacles for those whose expressions of intimacy do not fit neatly within hegemonic social norms.

Fig. 34
“The Main,” Montreal’s historic sex working area
Mapping Power

The spatial planning that lays the foundation for city space can be seen to be deeply embroiled in power structures. The explicit socio-spatial implications of power can be understood by adding regional specificity to the discussion, in this case by mapping downtown Vancouver, Toronto, and Montreal—three Canadian cities whose layered relationships to the sex industry have been a central focus for advocacy groups across the country. While cartographic representations of city life are often capable of sustaining dividing lines or making concrete what is in fact shifting and ephemeral, the charting of geographies of policing and protest in figures 36-38 utilize mapping to expose the very real power relations that have regulated sex work within the Canadian city. These drawings, as geographic representations of resistance through protest and of the spatial violence ascribed through policing structures, help to bridge the gap between intangible law and mobilized material practice by discussing the historical and the contemporary in conjuncture. Most critically, the drawings seek to expand beyond simply mapping along a historical trajectory, and instead can be understood as a way to explore the patterns of occupation that reinforce prevailing socio-spatial power dynamics through the collapsing of time-scales.

The maps themselves focus largely on records of bawdy-house arrests within the loosely-defined historical ‘red light districts’ that now comprise the downtown of each respective city. The offence of keeping or occupying a common bawdy-house, although now defunct, is of particular interest in peeling back the layers of privacy and publicity as they relate to the occupation and control of city space. In the words of Canadian sex worker and advocate Valerie Scott:

*The bawdy-house legislation prevented even one woman or man from working out of their own home. That is the way many sex workers operated. We always feared being*
outed by neighbours, a disgruntled client or anyone else. Some of us had to put up with neighbours who, if they found out we were working, would try and use that information to blackmail us. We all did our best to stay under the radar, and in the closet so to speak. If we had a predator pretending to be a client, unless we thought our life was in danger we would not call the police. Reason being that often the sex worker would be investigated because according to police she or he was a criminal. Usually, sex workers were also charged with being an inmate as well as a keeper of a bawdy-house, even though she or he was the only person working there.6

Fig. 35
Views of streets in Vancouver, Toronto, and Montreal, situated in what used to be the concentrated sex working areas of each city, as outlined in figures 36-38
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Fig. 38
Map of Montreal
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While the presence of street-based sex work is often what labels a space as ‘normal’ or ‘deviant’, it is through tracing the regulation of indoor sex working environments—specifically those deemed as bawdy-houses—that it becomes possible to dig deeper into the ways that the industry is spatially policed and surveilled. This surveillance is also forged through a certain panopticism, in the Foucauldian sense; by ensuring that intimacy remains in the realm of personal and private life, the prevalence of monogamous culture limits the capacity to build explicit or non-normative (read: non-monogamous) public sexual cultures and geographies.

Despite the perceived concentration of sex working spaces, the landscape of sex work has actually become much more dispersed. Whereas sex work was once concentrated to the ‘red light districts’ of major cities, it now operates in virtually every facet of the city. This dispersal is caused by both violent and liberatory effects. In one sense, the shifting geographies of sex work are the result of mobility and an increased reliance on the internet to both meet and screen clients, effectively taking out much of the risk that can be associated with street-based sex work. The internet offers new forms of intimacy and connection, ones forged through a virtual vulnerability that allows for individuality, collectivity, and coalition-building to germinate. Yet in another sense, surveillance, policing, and stigma held by city dwellers often forces sex workers into marginal, isolated, or industrialized areas, each of which can be linked to increased violence. Canada’s history of uprooting sex working spaces, whether by brute police force or through the soft power of gentrification, is circumscribed on the landscape of the city.
Recognizing Space and Place

The terms *space* and *place* are often used interchangeably in both common dialogue and academia. However, their definitional forms are vast and varied. While space is largely legislative, geographic, and socially-constructed, place is affective and embodied. And although abstract space remains vitally important as a lens of analysis and elaboration, it falls victim to its critical distance from the subject by which it operates. Anthropologist Setha Low notes that it is “the spatial location of subjectivities, intersubjectivities, and identities that transform space into places... While place may be studied phenomenologically through individual or collective experiences, it also derives its meaning from the social, political, and economic forces and class relationships that produce its spatial, material, and social forms.”

Essentially, space graduates toward place through intimate association.

In recognizing the role of place in the lives of sex workers, Alison Grittner and Kathleen Sitter identify that “place offers a critical lens to understand how the hierarchical sociostructural powers of gender, sexuality, colonialism, and capitalism—among others—coalesce and interpenetrate local sex work environments.” This localized dimension is critical, because it is at the local level that space and place begin to react back upon one another. It is also at the local level that the violent ripple effect between the labour of creating places, the censorship of that labour, and the regulation of space that thereby limits the actions of criminalized labourers get activated and felt.

Considering both space and place is necessary to expose the ways that sex work is controlled within the city. While street-based sex work is often concentrated to specific strolls, other methods of work—including working in massage parlours, online, independently, for agencies, or in strip clubs—have come to be prevalent throughout city space. This dispersion forms a hidden dimension to sexuality within the city. The prevalence of internet-based sex work has in many ways catalyzed this dispersal, creating new
methods of procurement and practice that may be less visible—but remain no less infrastructurally, spatially, and legally-bound. Whether soliciting sex work on the internet, working exclusively online, or simply engaging with the dispersed industry, the tangible landscape of sex work begins to erode and expresses a certain ‘everywhereness’. Yet this ‘everywhereness’ is far from signalling sexual liberation. Red Schulte refers to this paradox as a “limited-intimate” geography: as long as sex work exists under a shroud of criminalization, there are no truly private spaces for the sex worker, even if they remain unseen within visible public space.

This limited-intimate geography also transcends the scale of the city to denote a much more personal ontology, signalling a politics of location that transfers understandings of infrastructure, exposure, and power from birds-eye cartographic views and intangible systems to the scale of the human body. It is at this bodily scale where the tactile and aesthetic dimensions of the everyday become activated. Anthropology scholar Brian Larkin elaborates on the importance of material, aesthetics, and tactility—what he refers to as the ‘poetics of infrastructure’—in the formation of political space, noting that this dimension of infrastructure is what produces “the ambient conditions of everyday life: our sense of temperature, speed, fluorescence, and the ideas we have associated with these conditions.” This sensorial understanding of space is inherently architectural, and inherently tied to place. Yet to recognize these dimensions in spaces of ubiquity pushes this architectural logic further by recognizing the presence of power in space’s formation.

The presence of infrastructure within the construction of everyday spatial orders resonates with a 2018 study conducted in southern Ontario, which found that sex workers would often use the term ‘everywhere’ to denote their spatial proximities. The women who took part in the study would use ‘everywhere’ specifically to remark on their frustration with the lack of civic engagement they are entitled to and the unsafe conditions that can govern their work. To assess ‘everywhere’ at both the scale of the city and of the local block is to recognize the transcendence of infrastructure in shaping socio-spatial patterns and civic life—‘everywhere’ becomes an explicitly spatial moniker. In the case of the southern Ontario study, everywhere
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existed as both a recognition of existing spatial orders and of a new conception of space otherwise, resonating with Marxist philosopher Henri Lefebvre’s theory of the three fields of space by activating the space of the “perceived” and the “conceived.” Lefebvre’s spatial triad—the perceived, the conceived, and the lived—becomes a fertile ground within which to situate discussions of spatial-everywhereness in relation to sex work in the Canadian city. In discussing representational spaces, Lefebvre is careful to describe this understanding of bodily space as a triad, noting that two elements alone are bound to equate to binary opposition or dichotomy. In other words, by activating three fields of space, these systemic, material, and symbolic orders coalesce to establish a social space as such.

The space of the perceived is that which arises through established spatial practices and the repetitive patterns of daily life. These patterns demarcate a specific spatial order and are governed by mores and social norms that enable certain actions yet limit others. In relation to sex work, the perceived involves the way that stigma governs the bodies of clients, sex workers, and the wider populous, each in different ways. The conceived exists within the space of representation, meaning space as it is configured by decision-making bodies such as architects, lawmakers, or city officials. Sex work in the realm of the conceived is heavily regulated and policed, relegating the industry to certain zones and attempting to enforce its invisibility. As has been seen, this forced invisibility contributes greatly to the violence enacted on sex workers. Last in the triad is the lived, which acts as the space of everyday interaction and everyday life, but also as that of aspiration. The representational space of the lived encompasses both the perceived and the conceived, while remaining a function of them. It is “space as directly lived through its associated images and symbols, and hence the space of ‘inhabitants’ and ‘users’, but also of some artists and perhaps those, such as a few writers and philosophers, who describe and aspire to do no more than describe.” Essentially, the lived is the symbolic order that weaves into and out of spatial and material forms, and the realm of possibility where spatial plurality flourishes. It is through the coalescence of Lefebvre’s three fields of space that the hidden means of spatial production can be exposed, and that revolutionary action can occur.
Figures 41-48 are an exercise in parsing each of these three fields of space in order to understand sex work beyond simply its geographic forms. In order to harness this human scale within the Canadian city and thereby ground legislative forms in space, the drawings begin to slip from ‘everywhereness’ toward ‘anywhereness’. In order to maintain the anonymity of sex workers and the specific spaces that they tend to occupy as they work, the city is made recognizable through pervasive ambiguity rather than geographic specificity. In this framework, ‘anywhere’ simply refers to the ways in which place can be understood beyond its presence within a specific geographic location. Instead, places are present within the drawings through the material presence of everyday infrastructures and the intimacies that they enable.

The drawings expose spatial dynamics at numerous scales of visibility—dynamics which can ultimately be understood as continual oscillations between scales as they unfold. As the physical space of the everyday and the space of invisible power, the perceived (A) is represented through satellite imagery whose place-ness is left purposefully ambiguous and whose spatial vagueness expresses broad understandings of how space is organized. The conceived (B) represents the presupposed ideas of space that stem from power relations. Taking cues from choreographic notation, the conceived is rendered as a series of diagrammatic representations of the legislations that govern place for sex workers, clients, and the numerous other actors who may be involved in sexual exchange. The lived (C) is the space of desires, dreams, place, and memory, rendered to evoke the tactility of bodily space and to tie the urban syntax into sex work narratives. Although represented as finite frames, it is necessary to acknowledge that these representational spaces exist within the expansive network of city space. It becomes as important to consider what occurs within these frames, as it is to consider the ways in which people move between them. Combining each component of Lefebvre’s spatial triad allows for the city to be understood as a series of constellated forms whose material and atmospheric qualities continually shift bodies into regulated hierarchical arrangements. Through the rendering of each space and its infrastructures, the intimate attachments that constitute place also become exposed.
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Fig. 41
Triad - Park
"Working together is better for safety, sharing of expenses, and for each other's company but the law prohibited us from working that way."  

Parks exist as a grey area of legal control. Under Bill C-36, communicating with clients or third parties remains illegal in any 'public place' or any place open to public view, particularly if it is next to a 'playground'. The broad and ambiguous vocabularies of 'playground' and of what can be considered 'next to' one allow police to utilize their discretionary powers to enforce these laws against sex workers at will. The fines associated with communicating in a public place doubles if there is any possibility that someone under the age of 18 could be present, essentially forcing sex workers to work solely in hidden conditions.
Fig. 43
Triad - Parking Lot
"Yeah, to be honest I’d rather do it in a car. It’s more easier if something does go wrong."

The parking lot is a charged infrastructural space in the sex work industry. Considered by some a typical spot to meet clients, the parking lot exists within the realm of a “private” public—they can be conceived of as both public and private places. Throughout Canada’s legislative history, cars and parking lots have been considered bawdy-houses as a result of their popularity as sites of sexual exchange, and communicating with clients in these spaces remains criminalized today. Studies have shown that sex workers are often safest when working in outdoor, open spaces, and parking lots serve as prime locations. Parking lots also offer the potential for working with third parties, or individuals who are there to provide protection if something goes wrong.
Fig. 45
Triad - Home
“Having a self-respect looking place, a respectful environment, gives you a chance at having a better chance at him treating you better or maybe wear a condom ‘cause he thinks you respect yourself.”

Homes are the pinnacle of ‘limited-intimate’ space. As sex working environments, they offer numerous opportunities for exploration, safety, security, and autonomy for sex workers. However prior to the introduction of Bill C-36, homes were legally considered bawdy-houses and thus considered public spaces. Regardless of the state of criminalization involved in working from one’s home, sex workers must often keep their work a secret from neighbours or other building tenants. Questions of access and visibility thus come to prominence in the space of the home.
Fig. 47
Triad - Alleyway
“All the alleys. I would never go through the alleys, okay. Never there, no, never in the alleys. Never, never…”26

Alleyways are spaces that are consistently associated with sex work. This perception feeds into the notion that sex worker’s jobs must be inherently invisible, occurring only in the hidden recesses of city space, when in fact spaces of sex work can exist far beyond these dark corners. Alleyways are sites of concealed publicity, making them potentially dangerous places to occupy. While seemingly hidden, alleyways are commonly surveilled spaces. A 2013 Toronto study found that sex working women felt CCTV to be invasive and intrusive to their work, as opposed to making them feel safe and protected. As noted by one Toronto sex worker:

[CCTV] makes our work harder. It makes us more unsafe because...you have to find a place (to work) - the people are already having to work farther and farther out and in darker and darker corners or, you know, more at risk with clients or whatever in their spaces, and so you have to find more corner-y places that don’t have a camera. So how does that keep us safer?27
Lefebvre’s tripartite model of social space serves as a productive analytic framework in considering how power shapes the everyday, and more specifically how spatial plurality is socially constructed. In Lefebvre’s conception, space is not only a physical locus, but rather a powerful container that negotiates action and perception. Yet there exists an important dialectic tension between the conceptions of space and of place. This tension is necessary in recognizing the multi-directional and multi-scalar flows of power within the public sphere, flows that are powerfully present within the context of sex work. At what point does space become place within conceptions of intimacy and the city? And how can place activate more intimate publics?

The atmosphere of a given place is determined by spatial qualities—the textures, surfaces, sights, and histories—that create the hard and soft rhythms of urban life. These spatial and material qualities enable a host of actors—sex workers, clients, police, community members, city officials, and so on—to engage with places as sites of sexuality in different ways. It is also through the dual existence of space and place that sexual space is scripted, offering a range of considerations within the urban setting. How does a client access a sex working space discreetly? What kind of erotic possibilities does a space offer? And how do these erotic forms come to life? For the Canadian sex worker, space is legislated, controlled, and transgressed, but it is place that gets transformed, for better or worse, through intimacy.

Place is ultimately where the affective dimensions of infrastructure resides. It is, in many ways, why infrastructure becomes so important. Infrastructures bridge the gaps between space and place because they exist in both realms concurrently, in that they operate both technically and affectively. Similarly, architecture forges space and place simultaneously, and it is also through architecture that given attachments to spaces and places can be reconstituted. Considering its inherent attachment to intimacy, place becomes the possible site of autonomy, activism, and resistance. By exposing the hidden power structures that govern space and place, we can begin to conceive of insurgent modes of production and thought that rescript the oppressive spatial narratives that enable marginalization.
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Part 03:
Intimacy as Infrastructure
Exclusion and Autonomy

Much of the work of this thesis has focused on tactics of violence, exclusion, and invisibility within the built environment. Exposing this violence is a necessary step in furthering spatial justice and in addressing the right to freely access space. As Red Schulte aptly describes, “We cannot discuss the people whose work affects space, without addressing the economic conditions (read: violence) within which workers find themselves struggling.”1

These dynamics are necessary to unpack in order to understand the depth of stigma associated with the profession, but the effect of this unpacking is not to establish sex workers as perpetual victims. On the contrary, sex workers and sex work activists work tirelessly to chip away at deeply ingrained notions of morality and sexuality while fighting for safety and self-determination. Within this sex-positive lens, sex work is seen as an opportunity for exploration, growth, and sexual expression that seeks to alter the moral standards that saturate western culture.2 Actualizing these shifts requires sex workers to form places and spaces of autonomy across physical and virtual territories, the likes of which are infrastructural insofar as they utilize intimacy as a binding force.
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Digging into the affective infrastructure of intimacy itself while assessing how it governs sex work requires the focus to evolve from laws and space, to people and place. The intricate web of actors that influence, and are influenced by, sex work expands far beyond sex workers themselves. As depicted in figure 50, sex workers are just one factor within the network of stigma and legal repercussions that hegemony has formulated. Amidst this network lies the potential for solidarity and fundamental movement toward inclusivity and visibility—a potential that can be actualized in and through place.

Fig. 50
Diagram of some of the actors involved in the sex industry
Atop this foundation of activism, considering intimacy as infrastructure begins to offer ways of reconsidering the relationship between affect, place, and vulnerability. As has been seen, intimacy works infrastructurally to regulate connections much in the same way that a highway works to connect two cities but divide a landscape, or a pipeline works to transfer either water or waste. Its binding nature makes it widely coveted and also widely guarded against, and it becomes a particularly powerful tool when invoked within these spatial contexts. Exposing the roots of intimacy’s regulation offers new insights into its capacity to work infrastructurally. In Brian Larkin’s assertion of infrastructures as political and poetic devices, he posits them as “objects that create the grounds on which other objects operate, and when they do so they operate as systems.” Intimacy as infrastructure thus enables care and collectivity to operate in systemic confluence, mingling with atmospheres of place to construct the space of the city. Building on—and in many ways laying the foundation for—understandings of intimacy, Lauren Berlant asserts that to “rethink intimacy is to appraise how we have been and how we live and how we might imagine lives that make more sense than the ones so many are living.” Intimacy as an infrastructure, as a spatial determinant and an affective structure, thus has direct implications on the practice and poetics of architecture and on the constitution of space and place.

Figure 52 is an attempt to embed this sense of atmosphere within cartographic practice, shifting from the body in social space to the body in intimate place. The drawing accesses the concept of place through a multi-scalar representation of ambiguous space, juxtaposing erotic attachment with traditional cartographic representations to evoke the indistinguishable limits of sensorial embodiment. The intimate cartography—or, alternatively, affective geography—that is formed through the presence of desire, dream, and memory exposes the city as an assemblage of bodies, constantly affecting one another. It hints at intimacy not only as localized, but also as diffuse, inclusive, and multi-scalar. It is ultimately through processes of exposing invisible connections and expanding upon the space of encounter that these conversations of intimacy’s binding qualities comes to light. Exposing the hidden dimensions of the body in—or out of—place establishes intimacy as instrumental in creating the space of the city and in striving toward futures that embrace the intimate in its many forms.
Fig. 52
The intimate cartography of an anonymous city
If we are to consider the city as an assemblage of bodies constantly affecting one another and constructing intimate attachments, we must necessarily define what a body is or can be. This thesis has dealt with numerous scales and geographies, yet the body is, as poet Adrienne Rich notes, “the geography closest in.” Throughout this thesis, the body and its numerous definitions have been paramount. The work has offered critical insights into the relationships that bodies have to the city, that they have to infrastructure, and that they have to one another, forging connections across disparate scales, temporalities, and modes of existing in the world. It has also examined the way that bodies exist and interact in public space, and the particular performances that they are permitted to enact based on socio-spatial norms. It has considered legislative bodies by unpacking the role of Canadian law in questions of spatial governance. As has been argued, these legislative bodies exist at a critical distance from the subjects over which they preside and the labouring bodies that they regulate. Part 02: Sex and the City addresses this distance through notions of spatial violence and explores what this violence looks like as it traverses scales from that of the country to the bedroom, and the spatial configurations in between. Lefebvre’s spatial lens within Sex and the City also emphasizes the way that the human body produces space rather than simply conceiving of or inhabiting it. This work is also a deep meditation on body politics, addressing the roles that both legislation and societal norms play in regulating the presence and articulation of physical bodies in the public sphere. It addresses body politics by calling for the decriminalization of sex work and thus the right for sex workers to control their own bodies. Part 01: Situating Theory and Sex Work introduces the politics enforced on Indigenous bodies through the introduction of Canadian colonial power, while also addressing the ways that infrastructures have direct implications on bodies in space.
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Fig. 54
Articulating the fluid threshold between bodies and space
There is a certain distance invoked when referring to ‘the body’, because ‘the body’ can be thought of both in abstraction and within a specific context. In order to express the presence of the body at a multitude of scales, and as pragmatic subjects as much as emotional ones, the individual body throughout this work has been treated largely as a site: a site of violence, a site of legislation, a site of exchange, and a site of autonomy. Within Canadian legal frameworks, the body is utilized as a site of control, violence, and legislation much in the same way that space and place are. This control is actualized through the attempted restriction of certain bodies from so-called respectable neighbourhoods, the perpetual victimization of those in the sex industry and the implication that they are not in control of their bodies, and the forced marginalization of bodies that gets furthered through policing structures. Control thus shifts from a right to control over one’s own body, to having one’s body legally and spatially controlled. This legal framing renders certain bodies out of place within city space and reinforces harmful narratives about what a body is allowed to do, as well as what bodies are worth protecting. As Sara Ahmed articulates, the body out of place does not dissolve into its environment the same way that the allowable body does. Safety and comfort allow the body to be accepted in place and thus makes it difficult to discern where the body ends and space begins. Certain bodies fit seamlessly into space, “and by fitting, the surfaces of bodies disappear from view.”

Bodies, and historically female bodies in particular, have been constantly objectified by the societal gaze. The space of objectification is often one void of autonomy, as to objectify is to literally treat or construe the body as an object. Rather than placing the body-as-object throughout this work, the aim has been to express space at various scales of bodily experience. Following cues from Lizzie Borden’s 1986 film Working Girls, whose contemporary relevance is striking, this thesis has not sought to fetishize the bodies and labor within the sex industry. Borden’s film is a critique of capitalist structures and a commentary on the sexual politics of labour, and although its plot revolves around sex workers in a New York City brothel, it is decidedly unerotic. Borden’s attention to the gaze
seeps beyond the cinematographic view and into each aspect of the film’s production, what Borden herself refers to as a “female apparatus.” To avoid the objectification of female, sex working bodies, Borden steers away from eroticized takes and instead focused the attention onto the character’s awareness of their own sexual embodiment. The film challenges the common paradigms of sex work, in which a sex worker must either be a victim or an erotic object, and instead focuses attention on dynamics of power and autonomy. By treating the body as a site of power, this thesis echoes Borden’s intention in its aim to avoid objectification while maintaining the importance of autonomy and embodiment.

The body within this thesis also exists as a site of affective exchange within the built environment, in that spaces extend bodies and bodies in turn extend spaces. Intimacy removes the body from the space of objectification, as forging an intimate connection requires a body responsive to affective signals. This sense of embodiment cannot arise from a stagnant body-as-object; instead it is the autonomous body in space that becomes a locus of passion, desire, and beauty. Recognizing the interplay between body and space is critical to moving beyond objectification. In the following subsection, Acts of Exposure, the body assumes the role of actor within the built environment. As actor, the body remains a site of exchange between affect and atmosphere. It is critical to express the exchange between body and place in the portrayal of spatial narrative, because it is at the site of the body that subjectivities arise.

Lastly, the body also serves as an apparatus for extending these conversations to an architectural audience, and has been a way to situate my agency within these themes. The subjects of this work, as well as those who are reading this, all inhabit bodies, and we likely want to think of ourselves as being in control of our bodies. If we think about the ways that our own bodies are sociospatially controlled, the notion of control within the context of sex work can be more easily understood. By delving into the body as a site, we can begin to speak to broader conditions—our bodies are all sites that are impacted by the build environment and they shape the way that we exist in the world.
Bill C-36, the Protection of Communities and Exploited Persons Act, received Royal Assent on November 6, 2014. Bill C-36 seeks to protect women and girls from the harms caused by prostitution. Its overall objectives are to:

- reduce the demand for prostitution and its incidence.
- protect those who sell their own sexual services;
- protect communities, and especially children, from the harms caused by prostitution;
- develop and enact economic interests in the sexual exploitation of others and the institutionalization of prostitution through commercial enterprises, such as strip clubs, massage parlors, and escort agencies that provide sexual services.

The criminal law regime seeks to protect the dignity and equality of all Canadians by denning and prohibiting the purchase of sexual services, the exploitation of the personal and physical development of economic interests in the sexual exploitation of others and the institutionalization of prostitution through commercial enterprises, such as strip clubs, massage parlors, and escort agencies that provide sexual services. The regime seeks to encourage victims to come forward and to assist in the prevention of violence against women and children. Toward that end, $70 million in new funding has been dedicated to help individuals exit prostitution.

Bill C-36 makes prostitution a criminal offense and human trafficking-related offenses. It also includes an amendment to the Criminal Code, by the Criminal Code definition of “weapon”. The amendments are explained below.

**Prostitution Offences**

Bill C-36 enacts new prostitution offences and modernizes old ones:

1) **Purchasing Offence:**
   - Obtaining sexual services for consideration, or committing an act in any way for the purpose (section 286.1)
   - Those who sell their own sexual services are protected by the criminal law regime (section 286.2)
   - The commission of this offence if the service relates to men or sexual services (section 286.5(2))

   **Penalty:**
   - Up to three years in prison (section 286.1(1))
   - Dual prohibited offence with maximum penalties of one year in prison and a fine of $25,000 if prosecuted on summary conviction; on indictment, and 18 months in prison and a fine of $50,000.
   - Escalating mandatory minimum fines starting at $100,000 for summary conviction, and higher mandatory minimum fines for the offence by indictment, including subsequent offence or is committed in a public place.
If intimacy is to be considered infrastructurally, how do its spatial and social relations get quantified? Where does intimacy begin to exceed its commonly conceived definition as something private, proximate, and personal into the realm of connection and world-building? And how does intimacy become an analytic tool to understand both the violent and liberatory effects of, and on, spaces, places, and bodies as they relate to sex work?

The answer to these questions—or perhaps, rather, provocations—lies within the space of perception, and considering intimacy infrastructurally allows its many forms to be more tangibly grasped. And so, the work of this thesis leans into the heuristic capacity of exposure to shift this perception. To expose is, essentially, to make visible. The concept of exposure is utilized as a filter through which to recognize the hidden dimensions of power and plurality inherent in the everyday. There is also a plurality inherent in the word exposure itself, particularly in relation to these understandings of sex work and intimacy:

Exposure in space opens up questions of power, as to be exposed is to be vulnerable to external forces and views. To be exposed to something is to have a new understanding of it. In photography, exposure is the amount of light that reaches the film or sensor, ultimately determining the qualities of a captured image. Along these lines, to expose is to remove the stigma from conversations of intimacy, ultimately determining the qualities of perception of a given scene. For many sex workers, spatial exposure often means increased safety, but also increased surveillance, stigma, and legal force. Exposure conjures images of bareness, exhibitionism, and bodies as they are revealed. Metaphorically, it serves as a mechanism for acceptance, uncovering what is culturally shrouded.

Exposure can arise through glitches in the observed social order, through tapping into the weak points of social constructions to consider relations
otherwise. In response to Lauren Berlant’s evocation of what “the beyond of glitch looks like,” this meditation on exposure seeks to explore what forms of life arise when the fluid threshold between the intimate and the collective begins to dissolve. These exposures are cultivated through the production of a scripted performance through two spatial acts, comprised of written scripts and corresponding drawings that explore the perception of infrastructures and their intimate attachments within the built environment. Exposure in the case of the acts is the process of uncovering the plurality of space and the ways in which affective bonds between bodies and infrastructures create place. To return again to Lefebvre in order to elaborate on the basis of the acts as mode of investigation, space can be recognized as both a field of action that offers space for productive purposes, and a basis of action in the way that it is both formed through, and facilitates, action. The acts engage space and place through this notion of action, aiming to bring awareness to the conditions of sex work within the public realm, the tangible imbrication of space and sexuality, and the possibilities that arise when space is rescripted. However before diving into the specific details of these acts and their respective actions, it is necessary to further outline why space and place are being activated as such.

In exploring the ways that people inhabit collective space, philosopher Judith Butler theorizes gender as a social performance, while Phil Hubbard describes the embodiment of “sexual scripts,” in that space inscribes certain allowable performances of sexuality. Although Butler and Hubbard are speaking respectively of the social constructions of gender and sexuality, their theatrical lenses are also deeply implicated in conversations of sexual expression and liberty. Just as gender and sexuality can be seen as socially-constructed and regulated through performance, so too can sexual expression and liberty—and it is against backdrops of space that these performances occur. Space can be seen not only as a factor that produces particular performances, but also as regulating the types of embodied social performances that are accepted within a given place. Performance’s referential nature can reinforce dominant norms and social expressions, but can also produce distinctly divergent performances and attachments.
Fig. 58
Exploration of the patterns of city space that arise through glitch
Through this emphasis placed on social performance, space becomes coded through its capacity to enable certain performances while limiting others. However, shifting these analyses toward an ontological perspective shows how particular social performances create places. Essentially, space dictates how we perform, but it is our performances in relation to infrastructures which form space that create place (figure 59). There is a necessary interdependence that arises between space and place, in that space must first exist in order for it to be constituted as place through intimate attachment.

Recognizing the role played by infrastructures of the everyday in these intimate scenes becomes a critical basis for understanding place, and as such these infrastructures are central to both of the acts of exposure. Speaking of notions of exposure through the creation of these acts is not to say that they exist as traditionally scripted performances. On the contrary, the absence of a definitive script—and more specifically the absence of dialogue—is what ties the notion of socially-constructed performance to these acts of exposure. The acts are spatial and temporal, and it is through their spatiality that they become the backdrop for action and encounter. Understanding these narratives as 'acts' bridges a gap between social construction and imaginative world-making. In the case of these exposures, performance still exists as a sociological concept—in that there are no actors in the traditional sense—but becomes closely tied to notions of theatre through the scripting of space, and through the possibilities for encounter and visibility. Act I is an exercise in extrapolation, while Act II encourages inhabitation, association, and re-presenting in space. Each act is explored through drawing, and each drawing ascribes a possible performance in space.

Act I sets the stage for a series of implied performances. The scripting of each scene details a background for action, as well as a series of infrastructural characters that get activated through the presence of bodies and intimate association. These infrastructural characters can take on numerous meanings—they remain as latent figures until they are mobilized through action. By approaching Act I as a spatial narrative, the agency of
architectural analysis comes into view. Analyzing notions of place through
the presence of constructed forms, whether physical walls or atmospheric
shadows, designates architectural analysis as vital in uncovering the plurality
of infrastructure and space. The basis of the scenes are spaces of care, desire,
protest, and violence, each of which imply a particular expression of intimacy
that extends beyond the division of privacy and publicity. Although these
concepts do not all embody forms of intimacy meant to be cultivated, they
each engage material and abstract infrastructures at numerous scales and
embody a particular narrative about sex work that can be understood through
space. The intimate natures of care, desire, protest, and violence and their
various associated places make them particularly well-suited to expressing
the space of action and encounter. This collision is essential, in that each of
these spaces require an exchange between space, bodies, and place that
comes into being through action. By peering deeper into what narratives these
infrastructures of intimacy can enable, the act begins to expose the softness of
the boundaries that have come to govern collective life.

In essence, the scenes are distilled from existing—albeit anonymous—spaces
within the Canadian city. Care depicts a place of autonomy and dignity that
is transformed by its inhabitants; desire passes sinuously across a shifting
urban landscape, creating intimate attachments as the city unfolds; violence
highlights the space of marginalization and precarity, forging a cloaked
intimacy between opposing bodies and spaces; and protest elaborates on
the intimate nature of collective resistance, a connective tissue activating
the streetscape anew. Each of these scenes can be tied to numerous
geographies, and while they are born from understandings of sex work,
the forms of intimacy they describe have the capacities to expand beyond
those conceptual bounds. Act I exists within this space of perceived and
presupposed action, and resonates in intention with Bernard Tschumi’s
Manhattan Transcripts: the scenes are not intended to mimetically represent
space, but rather to “presuppose a reality already in existence, a reality waiting
to be deconstructed—and eventually transformed.”15 These realities are activated
by weaving numerous possible scenes together to create singular narratives
that highlight spatial plurality, real insofar as they have been deduced from
existing conditions, yet illusory in their constitutions as specific places.
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Fig. 60
Thought diagram of what infrastructures of intimacy could be
Fig. 61
Initial spatialization of concepts of care, desire, violence, and protest
ACT I

SCENE I

CARE

Afternoon rush hour. It is early autumn
and wilted orange leaves have begun
to stifle each weed that tries to push
through the cracks in the sidewalk.
Small shoots of vegetation have begun
to grow from unexpected places. They
rise from wooden eavestroughs, weave
through chainlink fences, and decorate
the edges where concrete and brick
meet. A three-storey residence stands
witness to the resilient growth, its
presence large yet unobtrusive amidst
the nearby patchwork of pitched-roof
homes, condo developments, and factory
buildings. This homspace, situated
on a busy thoroughfare, maintains its
invisibility along the streetscape
in order to uphold an atmosphere
of solidarity, place, and agency.

roof overhead,
walls sheltering
free to move
and to feel

public bodies,
here yet hidden

bodies in control
THE FACADE
This is the dividing line between the space of safe enclosure and that of stigmatized visibility. It is unremarkable in appearance, adorned with a neutral tone of stucco. Its ubiquity is, in a sense, what makes it safe. Behind its threshold lies a space of autonomy.

THE FENCE
The fence, painted black, is a physical sign of protection. It is a purposeful barrier between the lower floor and the sidewalk, at the brink of two colliding worlds. The fence shouts “do not cross” yet its subtext reads ‘I am protecting something vulnerable and valuable’.

THE DOOR
The door governs the pregnant threshold between interior and exterior. It is the semi-permeable membrane of a fragile ecosystem. The last door, made of wood, was pried open by intrusive fingers and brute force. This one is made of steel and wire mesh; impenetrable.

THE CURTAIN
There is one curtain for each bay window that hovers over the streetscape. They are manipulable tools, drawn open or closed to govern what can be seen and what remains obscured. They are sinuous (romantic, even), mediating the space of privacy with gentle ardor.
a crack in the ground
small shoots grow from unexpected places

space of autonomy
ACT I

SCENE II

DESIRE

Evening. The space between here and there is thick. There is an anticipation in each motion, onwards, aiming for an endpoint. The city unfolds through ambulatory streetscape, living bodies, and moving vehicle. The slight hum of the car engine reverberates off of the ground below and keeps pace as time drags on, turning milliseconds into minutes. Street signs articulate the path, but their presence is only revealed for an instant. Overhead the dim street lights look on, forming a pattern of illumination like softly glowing murmurs echoing along the route. After completing its alluring journey, the car’s horizontal momentum comes to a halt.

the foot presses uniformly on the break

the streetscape, no longer blurred, is now a container to move through
drawn-out hums thicken in space
THE CAR
The car is visible, yet its insular nature makes it introspective. It is a space of enclosure, with rich leather seats. Its actions are guided by anticipatory pleasure, diving headfirst into the unpredictability of city space in an unchoreographed jolt.

THE WINDOW
Its fogged-up glass separates colliding environments, teasing them to interact. It sits within the walls of the container, the car, ready to mediate the exchange of voices and sight lines. Tension holds its molecules in order, while it helps decide where the line of privacy lies.

THE ROAD
The familiar character returns, this time as a rolling substrate. The road is illuminated by headlights, hazy as the car rolls over it. It is the expanse that connects here to there, and it does so along a winding, turning path.

THE WALL
The wall is multiplicitous, but its individual characteristics remain unnoticed. It is the scenographic backdrop of both movement and stasis. It encloses, shielding the views and actions of transitory desire and of wanton gaze.
Act I - Scene II: Desire
Dusk. A dusty haze lingers in the air. Storage facilities, empty lots, and nondescript corrugated metal facades flank the wide, almost-grassy boulevards. Chainlink fences and boom gates sit amidst concrete barricades. There is a duplicitous nature to this space: it is a space of exclusion, home to everything that has been cast aside and mirrored by a dense and populated streetscape, like two sides of a coin. It is simultaneously rich with what is there and what is not. It is groggy, industrial, and banal, a place of labour and a place to push, churn, and spit out those who are deemed to be undeserving of visible space.

feeling present
yet distant,
here and elsewhere

the body in the margin
THE EDGE
The edge is that of the street, of the lot, of the building. It is the only space occupied. All action takes place along this edge. From high above, the edge becomes a geographic margin. At street level, it is an unwelcoming and precarious tight-ropes of invisibility.

THE SHADOW
The shadow sits, heavy, like a void. It is not a soft-edged, delicate outline dancing across variegated surfaces. It is harsh and thick and forceful. It is both a physicality and metaphor. It pervades throughout the scene, even in moments punctured by the setting sun.

THE SECURITY CAMERA
The watchful eye; the panoptic view. It is mounted to a wall with elaborate hardware, blinking red like morse code telling those below that they are under the watchful eye of the law. Despite its intention, it remains a discriminatory tool.

THE BARRIER
A rigid emblem of access, the barrier abruptly halts the path of circulation. It is concrete—heavy—and chipped at its edges from years of infringement. It sits as a latent mass until its activation, a rare but violent event, upholding a state of division in perpetual obscurity.
Act I - Scene III: Violence

a geographic margin
a rare but violent event
a precarious tightrope of invisibility

heavy, like a void

Fig. 70
Act I - Scene III: Violence
ACT I
SCENE IV
PROTEST

Midday. A crowd passes through the street and into the active space of visibility. There is honking and roaring, wheels spinning, blurs of motion, countered with stagnation. Storefronts recede into the background; curbs lose their definition; protestors stake their claim to the space deemed as public. They are bringing their knowledge to the street, harnessing their predetermined capacities to transgress, and lifting the veil of system and structure. Bodies vibrate together in a mass of energy. The crowd is indignant, as it should be. It moves and chants and its frustrations ring loudly. It asks for dignity, it asks to be heard. It moves like a flock of birds, intuitively shifting with synchronized diligence, pushing back against the forces that have sought to erase it.
THE INTERSECTION
The merging of the street with intersectional worldview. The space of collision and radical cohesion all at once. The intersection expands beyond its linguistic framework, at once tangibly permanent and expansively progressive.

THE ROAD
Underfoot, the road is dense-mobilized. Its physicality is ubiquitous, yet it texture exists in multitudes. It is cracked, stippled, and painted, withstanding the vibration of footsteps along its asphalt surface. It is being seen anew.

THE TRAFFIC LIGHT
Hanging above the swelling crowd like an out-of-touch metronome, the traffic light is unaware of the rhythms below. Ticking green, yellow, and red, it is in an endless loop of mechanical quietudes, alluding to a measure of time that has become temporarily suspended.

THE CAMERA
The lens-based gaze is crucial. Through this lens, the camera point and shoots, either conjuring distance or evoking immediacy. It collapses the space of the city into its single frame, dictating what story will be told.
Act I - Scene IV: Protest

time that has been temporarily suspended

the space of collision and radical cohesion all at once
Fig. 74
Scenes I - IV compiled to form a seamless cityscape
In many ways, Act II is nothing more than a provocation. While Act I was situated in anonymous space, Act II is very specifically sited, stimulating an interplay between act, action, stage, and site, and utilizing locality to help understand universality. The site itself exists within one of Vancouver’s early sex working areas, still known today as Shanghai Alley. The Alley became a central component of both the city’s red-light district and its Chinatown after a new train stop for the Great Northern Railway displaced numerous Chinese residents and sex workers from their previous establishments in 1906. Since its time as a sexual hot-spot, Shanghai Alley has become embedded within the historic Chinatown, and as such has become a tourist locale and a space of public visibility. Although the concentrated presence of sex workers in the area lasted for only a short time, the site remains a localized environment through which to understand many broad realities for contemporary sex workers. The site itself, a surface lot situated between two of the last original buildings that remain standing in the Alley, can be read as a legislative space as much as it can be understood as an activated place.
Fig. 76
Vancouver site map
If we are to extend Judith Butler’s call for ‘troubling’—which is to say: activating, rescripting, and disrupting—gender categories to space, the redefinition or reconception of urban space can become a way to ‘trouble’ preconceived notions about the spaces and places of the everyday, and their capacities to work intimately and infrastructurally. Accessing the intricate feedback loop between infrastructure, intimacy, and space thus becomes instrumental in creating equitable and inclusive futures that actively ‘trouble’ the divisive patterns of the present.

In order to actualize these futures, Act II returns once again to the policies and regulations that so often render power invisible. However instead of analyzing any particular piece of legislature, Act II creates this ‘legislature’ anew. In order to shift perceptions in the scripts of daily life, Act II theorizes a series of infrastructural interventions through the creation of a policy act. The Act outlines a series of tactics for rescripting space, simultaneously mobilizing empirical and imaginative space to reconfigure the patterned arrangements of intimacy. The implementation of these tactics on the site implicates bodies as both actors and observers simultaneous, and intimacy is activated in the relationship between living body and material form. Instead of existing as a legislative space, the site is thus transformed to host a range of new intimate attachments. In this way, intimacy becomes a political space of action, and a tool to expose the hidden dimensions of publics and their latent capacities to be transformed.
ACT II
INFRASTRUCTURES OF INTIMACY

1. RESCRIPTING

Far too often, cities and publics are designed to cater to some while covertly prohibiting others. Material infrastructures break down, private property is privileged, and bodies are excluded. Overcoming these violent shortfalls involves the rescripting of space, and this rescripting positions care as a collective pursuit. The following tactics are intended as a toolkit for rescripting space to foster more intimate and inclusive publics. The emphasis is placed on cultivating social infrastructures and a sense of belonging through material and immaterial shifts in public spaces. The core principles of this rescripting are CONNECTION, VISIBILITY, COMFORT, PLACENESS, ENJOYMENT, MAINTENANCE, and LISTENING, each of which extend to both human and non-human actors.

2. TACTICS

2.1 CONNECTION

Creating opportunities for connection reinforces public life. These opportunities are increased when cities prioritize walking and biking over vehicular traffic, achieved through increased pedestrian access, bicycle lanes, and bike parking, and by encouraging the use of open space for public life. Connections to the sky and to surrounding environments create a sense of place and enhance the experience of moving through and occupying the city.

2.2 VISIBILITY

Maintaining visibility and openness encourages intimate connections while promoting accessibility and safety. Visibility promotes human presence and reduces the use of camera surveillance, in turn making space more inviting and equitable. Lighting strategies can encourage both areas of brightness and of darkness as needed to facilitate engagement and privacy.
2.3 COMFORT

The basic question when dealing with comfort is recognizing who a place is being made comfortable for. Harnessing an open approach to public space means creating opportunities for comfort based on use and the scale of various bodies and local environments. Providing areas for sitting, resting, lingering, and gathering encourages inclusion and comfort.

2.4 PLACENESS

Intimate connection within the built environment lead to new conceptions of place. Adopting a multidimensional approach to place-making means working with existing patterns of occupation, histories, and cultural contexts to implement inclusive adaptations.

2.5 ENJOYMENT

Fostering enjoyment involves both a sense of safety and comfort, and an activation of public space. Ensuring that public space is freely and openly accessible is a first step in creating equitable and enjoyable experiences. Programming like seasonal markets, theatrical performances, and buskers enlivens public places and make them destinations for both passive and active engagement.

2.6 MAINTENANCE

Maintenance binds people, places, and action together by ensuring that public space is cared for. Maintenance strategies can include formal labour and community participation, both of which help to maintain a sense of stewardship, caretaking, and repair within the built environment. The removal of violent implementations and the incorporation of amenities like garbage and recycling bins all work toward maintaining a welcoming atmosphere.

2.7 LISTENING

Receptive engagement is key to any act of rescripting space. Listening offers a chance to engage with those whose patterns of occupation will shape a given place. Listening ensures that space meets the needs of all who occupy it, regardless of age, race, gender, ability, or income. The act of listening includes listening to community, but also includes listening to site and to needs at every scale of occupation.
Intimacy as Infrastructure

Fig. 80
Vancouver site as it currently exists, a space of control and surveillance

Fig. 81
Vancouver site theoretically transformed through a series of rescripting tactics to foster greater intimacy
These acts are not the definitive culmination of an unfolding conceptual thought, nor are they a concrete suggestion for how to engage intimacy in space. Instead they exist as possibilities to be continually grappled with, and as reflections on the numerous actors at play within the space of the commons. These actors have wide and varied ways of existing in the world that call to attention the possibilities to conceive of space differently. Much in the same way that this thesis has argued for the conception and actualization of bodies as autonomous subjects, the Acts offer insight into how cities, too, can be conceived of and actualized as autonomous. They offer the potential to explore the spatiality of public intimacies, and the capacities of these intimacies to transform public space. David Harvey has written of the right to the city in a similar tone, noting: “The freedom to make and remake ourselves and our cities is, I want to argue, one of the most precious yet most neglected of our human rights.” Understanding the city as an infinitely-mutable space that can be autonomously co-produced opens up a world of possibilities for thinking outside of heteropatriarchal norms.

Act I offers a loose rubric for envisioning the spatial arrangements that are formed as intimacy weaves into and out of public view alongside everyday infrastructures, while the creation of a policy act—or in the case of Act II, what we may begin to conceive of as an ‘anti-policy’—is a response to the complexly-legislative restrictions at play within our cities. Sex workers and advocacy organizations are consistently creating infrastructures of intimacy as well as extralegal solutions to counter marginalization and erasure, and there are infinite lessons to be learned from these tactical actions. The Acts within this thesis are a contemplation on how we read and perceive space, how we interact with it, how it orients us, and how we take action within it. In the simplest of terms, digging into intimacy and exposure allows us to understand how space means different things to different people, how bodies interact with places differently, and how infrastructure remains the essential factor in forging these meanings.
Part 03: Endnotes


19. We can look to organizations across Canada like Peers Victoria, SWAN Vancouver, Shift Calgary, Sex Workers of Winnipeg Action Coalition, Maggie’s Toronto, POWER Ottawa, Stella Montreal, the Canadian Alliance for Sex Work Law Reform, and numerous others to locate community initiatives and resources. The Global Network of Sex Work Projects offers insight into sex work activism on a global scale (https://www.nswp.org).
Epilogue

In the weeks leading up to the final submission of this thesis, a white man entered a massage parlour in Atlanta and murdered eight people with the intent of specifically targeting Asian, female workers. Although it is not known if these women were sex workers or self-identified as such, their deaths were the result of a sexualized violence and a hatred for sex workers and Asian women. The violence perpetrated by the shooter has been portrayed by Atlanta law enforcement as the result of a sex addiction and “a really bad day.” There has been international coverage, and the conversations of sex worker rights and anti-Asian racism have entered mainstream discourse with potent urgency. This violence was misogynistic, this violence was racial, and this violence was spatial. These individuals were sought out and killed in their place of work. Ultimately, it should not take more violence to recognize the depths of the stigma associated with sex work, and the ongoing injustices against Asian, Black, Indigenous, and other racialized communities within North America. The tragedy has called attention to the biases that are continually met by those in the sex work industry, and the ways that these biases attempt to render these criminalized labourers invisible. It has been a prominent consideration within this thesis to express how assumptions, stigma, laws, and violence are fundamentally shaped by infrastructures, architectures, and space.

This work has been an exercise in exposing the dominant socio-spatial structures that govern marginalized bodies, and in offering new conceptions of space and place that can facilitate more expansive, intimate publics. It has sought to expose the hidden spatial processes that enable acts of visible and invisible violence, but also to address how stigma can be subverted through acts of intimacy. The purpose has not been to offer a solution—in fact, I do not have a solution to offer. Instead, it has been a means to expose the ways that laws, geographies, cities, bodies, and actions are all shaped by space and place. The work has charted a trajectory from the omnipresence of theory and law, to
the scale of the city through space and geography, and finally to place and action—all scales that deeply implicate the body. It has explored numerous conceptual and tangible worlds through these scalar shifts and has expressed that the work of decriminalization must happen at each and every moment along this scalar gradation. It has expressed that it is only through exposing and gathering evidence that we may begin to build a case and analyze how these systems are upheld, and that we then may be able to successfully dismantle them. Through this conception, design and research become political sites of struggle.

Early in this process, I had numerous instances of hesitation in approaching a ‘taboo’ subject. Would an architectural audience be responsive to speaking about sex work? I quickly came to realize that the subject is only ‘taboo’ because it is constructed to be. I have explored the ways that the powers governing sex work and intimacy appear in the most banal of material and spatial forms, an exploration that has been incredibly transformative in my conceptions of design and research. I have tuned in to the politically-charged experience of being in the world anew, and hope to inspire at least a fraction of this recognition within my audience.

A lingering question that this work has unveiled is that of what constitutes an infrastructural practice:

How can architectural research and practice exceed dominant knowledge structures to create more inclusive, receptive, intersectional, and equitable spaces? And when I say spaces in this regard, I mean histories, writings, pedagogies, buildings, practices, and mindsets. I believe the key to this question involves the continual speaking with, rather than speaking for. I have tried to cultivate the former within a field that so often defaults to the latter; but I have also approached this work fresh-faced and eagerly adaptable, recognizing that there is much to be learned both about and through processes of speaking with. I have sought to find a balance between theory and lived testimony, incorporating the first-hand experiences of sex workers to enrich both my knowledge and the depth of my subject matter. The activist work of sex workers and advocacy
organizations have served as the most fundamental of sources for my inquiries, while the theoretical frameworks within which I have situated these inquiries are largely implicated within queer and feminist discourse. Lefebvre’s work has been foundational to my spatial analyses, but I recognize the limitations of his theories and have made a concerted effort to bolster my inclusion of his theories with sex-positive feminist perspectives, both from prominent theorists and sex workers themselves.

As someone who is conducting these inquiries for the fulfillment of an academic degree, and with the inevitability of relaying my research to a largely academic audience, I consider it my responsibility to use the academic platform to investigate injustices and to boost the voices of those who have not often been considered within conversations of space. I have engaged in a spatial practice that acknowledges the spatial implications on a specific group of people’s oppression, and I have considered this a consistently self-reflective process; one that seeks to find resonances between academia and activism, but does not attempt to conflate the two. The work of this thesis will gain tremendous value with direct input from sex workers and advocates in the future. Sex workers and other criminalized labourers are constantly working to create spaces that foster new ways of existing in the world, and this thesis has set the stage to be able to engage alongside these vital conceptions—not to eclipse them. I remain open and enthusiastic about the potential to reflect back on this work with the introduction of new perspectives and outlooks. I recognize that this work is only a starting point to exploring the entanglements of intimacy, infrastructure, sex work, power, and space. I view it as an opportunity to open a conversation about the power of acceptance, and to reposition the reader to acknowledge the hidden power of the spaces, places, and infrastructures that they interact with each and every day.
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Appendix I
Timeline of Sex Work in Canada

1867  **Canada inherets British anti-prostitution laws with the creation of the new federal government at Confederation.** These laws prohibit “common prostitutes,” keeping or frequenting a bawdy house, and supporting oneself by the avails of prostitution. The Vagrancy Act is also passed at this time, stating that police had the authority to arrest a woman “if she could not give a good account of herself.” The Indian Act is also enacted at this time.

1873  **The North West Mounted Police (NWMP) is established.** The NWMP exists today as the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP). The NWMP were early enforcers of the Canadian colonial agenda and were responsible for policing and regulating the movement and activities of Indigenous bodies on Indigenous lands.

1879  **Sections were added to the Indian Act that targeted keepers of “houses of prostitution.”** These laws targeted women who had “the intention of prostituting herself.”

1892  **The Criminal Code of Canada is enacted.** The federal government removed all prostitution legislations from the Indian Act and imported them to the Criminal Code.

1969  **Homosexuality is decriminalized in Canada** after amendments to the Criminal Code proposed by Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau.

1939  **Homes can be considered as bawdy-houses** after a decision by the Supreme Court of Canada in The King v. Betty Cohen.

1972  **The Vagrancy Act is repealed.** It is replaced by a law that criminalizes soliciting in a public place.

1980  **The City of Montreal enacts a by-law that forbids remaining in a public place for the purpose of prostitution.** Calgary, Vancouver, Niagra Falls, and Halifax enact similar laws in the following years.
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1981 Over 100 police officers armed with crowbars and sledgehammers raid multiple gay bathhouses in Toronto, arresting nearly 300 people. The raids, known as ‘Operation Soap’, are a catalyst for the gay rights movement in the community and for the fight against bawdy-house laws.

1982 The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms is signed into law. The Charter, part of the Canadian Constitution, protects the rights and freedoms that constitute Canada as a democratic society.

1983 Men can now be considered sex workers under Bill C-127.

1984 Sex work is prohibited in Vancouver’s West End. The prohibition stemmed from complaints about public nuisance and traffic congestion.

1985 Bill C-49 is passed. The new bill makes it an offence to buy or sell sexual services in a public place, with the aim to diminish the “nuisance caused to ordinary members of the public.” Public places included places that were only accessible by invitation, such as hotels, vehicles, clubs, etc. After C-49 was passed, violence against street-based sex workers increased.

1986 A nationwide protest against Bill C-49 brings out hundreds of sex workers and advocates across the country. The protests lead to a series of arrests.

1990 The Manitoba government questions whether the bawdy-house and communications laws are inconsistent with the Charter. The government’s appeal is dismissed.

1996 “Grandma’s House” opens on Pandora Ave. in Vancouver as a safe space for sex workers amidst growing fears of a serial killer in the area.

2000 “Grandma’s House” is shut down by police for violating bawdy-house laws. Jamie Lee Hamilton, who opened Grandma’s House, was charged with keeping a common bawdy-house.

2002 Robert Pickton is arrested in Vancouver and charged with two counts of first degree murder of local sex workers. He would later be charged with first degree murder of another 27 women.

2006 A Statistics Canada report is released stating that between 1991-2004, 171 female sex workers were murdered, with 45% of the cases remaining unsolved. A House of Commons sub-committee concludes that the number is “almost certainly lower than the real figures.”
Appendix I: Timeline

2007  
Robert Pickton is convicted of six murders and sentenced to life in prison. The high-profile case sheds light on the plight of Canadian sex workers.

Sex workers Terri Jean Bedford, Amy Lebovitch, and Valerie Scott initiate a case to strike down three provisions of the law for violating section 7 “Life, liberty and security of person” from the Charter.

2010  
Judge Susan Himel strikes down the three provisions in Canada (AG) v Bedford, 2013 SCC 7:
  s. 210 - Keeping a common bawdy-house
  s. 212 (1)(j) - Living on the avails of prostitution
  s. 213 (1)(c) - Communicating in public for the purpose of prostitution

2013  
The Supreme Court of Canada throws out all three provisions (s. 210; s. 212 (1)(j); s. 213 (1)(c)) in a unanimous ruling after deciding they are unconstitutional. The justices give parliament one year to craft a set of replacement laws that comply with the Charter. This is a milestone win for sex workers, as it signals the total decriminalization of sex work should no further legislation be introduced.

2014  
Following the 2013 Supreme Court decision, Minister of Justice Peter MacKay introduces Bill C-36, the Protection of Communities and Exploited Persons Act (PCEPA). Rather than target sex workers themselves, C-36 targets those who purchase sex. PCEPA makes it illegal to obtain sexual services, to receive material benefits for sexual services, and to advertise for sexual services. Sex workers adamantly argue that these new restrictions will make their jobs considerably more dangerous.

2015  
Federal Justice Minister Jody Wilson-Raybould states commitment to reviewing prostitution laws after being appointed to cabinet by the newly-elected Liberal government.

2016  
Vancouver’s West End Sex Workers Memorial is unveiled at the corner of Jervis and Pendrell.

2021  
On March 30, the Canadian Alliance for Sex Work Law Reform launched a constitutional challenge against the harmful laws against sex work under Bill C-36. At the time of the submission of this thesis, the results of this challenge remain to be seen.